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ltakODUCTION

In composing a work dealing with the pcominciation of French,

severol guiding principlea c.oukci he followed. A p;:..ely mechanical

expose offers a weans of trtaeating the facts in a sintle manner but

which gives no idea of the cvaplexities found in tLe reality. Up to

a certain point, such an opproaLit has many advdntaites pedagogically

speaking, but it is hardly conducive to an understandim of the way a

laaguage functions. For this re sou a somewhat wore complex method

has been choscn, centered upon a description of the way the sound* of

preach are actually used by French speakers within the Ft..nch-opeak-

in3 cw..tunity and not of some ideal 'system. This point of view, it

is hoped, will permit the teacher to understand the workings of the

Preach scAird system from within, rather than from the exterior. At

the same ame, the latitudes revealed certainly are useful knowledge

pedagogically.
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TEACHING PRONUNCIATION

.En the domain of spoken language, a primary aim of the teacher

of foreign languages Ls to inculcate an acceiltable prenCYnciation of

the language taught. To attain this end, the teacher, if he is not a

native speaker, must himself acquire a proper pronwunciation; it is

he who must provide the main exam?le. Some students have a good "ear"

and manage to pick up an acceptable proreunciation by imitatxon of

the teacher. Unfortunately, for the vast majority of non-native

speakers more laborious methods are required; imitation atone is in-

sufficient. The universal tendency is to carry over into the foreign

language the speech habito of the native language. This gives rise

to "foreign accent", a phrase which refers to the total outward effect

of this tendency. ThA student must learn to hear and reproduce accur-

ately the sounds of the foreigt. lanpacjo and not to fall back upon the

closest equivalents he finds in his nttive language. Tbo most efficient

shortcut towards this end is a working knowledge, on the teacher's part,

of the way speech sounds are produced. This enables him to understand

the nature of the mistakes made by the student and provides him with

the tools for correcting them, and so lead the learner towards the

acquirement of a correct pronleciation.

PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY

To describe in a precise and scientific manner the way a language

le proneuncedo linguists have recourse to two methods of approach.

These are called respectively phonetics. and 01922112u (or phonemics).

Tha'subject matter of both of these disciplines is the same; speech

sounds; but their scope and their viewpoint differ widely. Phonetics

deals with speech sounds in general. It may study these in terms of

their mode of production by the inter-action of the organs of speech;

this physiologically - oriented approach is called Artictstlonetics.

Phonelogy, oa the other hand, is concerned, not with sounds in

general, but with the use that a particular language makes of speech

sounds; the choices it makes in the aggregate mass of possible speech .

sounds, and the way these serve to keep words apart.

Since it is phonetics which supplies the linguist with mirth of the
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material and the terminology he requires for describing the phonological aspect of

a language, it is necessary, first, to establish a phonetic groundwork of discussion.

For language-teaching, it is articulatory phonetics that 'erves this purpose.

NONFTICS

The production of speech sounds arises essentially from the exhalation of

air from the lungs. To reach the cuter air, the air stream thus created, the

product of breathing, passes from the lungs, throueh the windpipe, the larynx,

the pharynx and out through the mouth, or the nose, or both of these simultaneously.

Along this passage are found several organs capable of movement whose actions

serve to convert the air stream into the sound waves which constitute the material

support of spoken language. These are, following the direction of the outgoing

air-stream: the vocal cords, the velum, the tongue, the lips. The positions

assumed by these organs modify the site and shape of the air Massage and thus impart

specific characteristics of the sound waves, hence the many different kinds of

speech sounds. By describing the positions and movements of these °reams, it is

possible to furnish a quite precise description of the way A given speech sound is

formed.

The action of the organs capable of movement will be briefly described.

THt VOCAL CORDS

The vocal cords, situated in the larynx, the topmost part of the windpipe,..M
behind the Adam's apple, are muscular bands which ern he made to assure a number

of distinct pos tier's. They ray be drawn together in such a way that the air-

stream passing through sets them is vibration. This vibratim is called ysllce..

Sounds having this vibration as one of their features are called voiced sounds!

for instance, vowel sounds generally, as the -ee of bee and some consonant sounds

like the b of bee and t of sipper. Or, the vocal cords ma/ be held well apart

so that the air stream passes through without causing them to vibrate. sounds

having this feature are called velele8s sounds: examples: the & of sip and the

P of ea.
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THE PHARYNX AND THE VELUM NASAL CAVITY

The pharynxr at the back of the mouth, the "throat", is a point

of junction between the nose cavity and the mouth. It is the move-

ment of the velum, or 12112alate, banging at the back of the mouth,

which serves to connect or disconnect the nasal cavity and the wouth

passage. When the velum is raised up against the wall of the pharynx,

the nasal passage to dicconnected from the mouth passage and the air

stream is directed out through the mouth alone. On the confrary,

when the velum is Lowered, the nasal cavity is included in the sound-

producing tract. The eoundo cos- posing the English word pat are all

pronounced with the velum raised; the two sounds composing each of the

two French words: nab and mon are both pronounced with the velum

lowered.

THE MOUIH AND THE TONGUE

. It is in the mouth, referred to more technically as the buccal

cavity, that the Oroatost variety of articulatory activity takes

place. This is due, eapentially, to the extremely great mobility of

the tongue. Pot purposes of sound description, the roof of the mouth,

whichforma the fixed upper surface of the buccal air passage, is

conceived as divided into several regions: the upper teeth and the

teeth ridge just behind these, the hard palate,, the soft palate

(whose hindermost part, the u, la, an appendix-like organ, may play

a relevant phonetic 61s independent from that of the soft palate).

The. surface of the tonauo, which :ores the lower aide of the buccal

vamp, is also tonceiied as divided into several parts: 1) the

Lig (or apex) is the part of the tongue that normally lies opposite

the teeth ridge 2) the front lies, at rest, opposite the hard palate;

and 3) the ktsk lies opposite the soft palate. The front and back of

the tongue taken together are called the dorms.

The mobility of the tongue is such :hat the various positions it

may assume must generally he described by simultaneous reference to

a vertical and horitontal scale.

The distance from the highest part of thetongue to the root of the

116.11. Oa, op. . 016004 004 401 4001. 4. r. 4 06 . i..a 1Mil .0 111116. AA
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vouth, which forms the vertical scale is referred to as the degree,

2E2anina (or negatively as the degree of closure). From the flat

low position it has at rest, any one part of the tongue may be

raised to varying degrees of heist): towards a region of the roof of

the Mouth. The magic= raising results in the contact of the tongue

with the roof of the mouth. The narrowing of the buccal passage

produced by the tongue Le called the constriction, and the stopping

of the pascago in the case of contact is called closure or occhusion.

Sounds resulting from constriction and occlusion are calledastrictives

and stops, respectively.

The horizontal scale stretches from the back of the mouth to the

lips and any one of itd cuCCOtleiV0 potations may be referred to as a

pseillon of nrticulatIon. The constriction or the closure produced

by the movement of the tongue may take place at any point between the

teeth and the back pact of the soft palate. For this reason; it is

necessary, when doecribing the production of a sound of speech, to

specify: l)the part of the tongue tip, front, batk - that produces

the constriction or the closure, and 2) the region of the roof of the

mouth approached or touched, because a gives part of the tongue, or the

lower lip may be coved towards era of several regions of the roof of

the mouth.
4

Besides these movements of the ton sue, there also exists the possibility of

modifying the shape of the tongue surface. The sides of the tongue may he con-

tracted; the tip may be eooved along its medisn axis, or may be made to vibrate ageing!

a region of the roof of the mouth. The uvula, the hindermost part of the soft palate,

ray also be t'4de to vibrate (against the back of the tongue).

THE LIPS

The lipsalso may play a relevant role in sound production. The

upper lip represent, the front unit of the scale constituted by the

upper fixed *rani of the roof of the mouth. The lower lip is a mobile

organ functioning in many respects like one of the mobile regions of

the taros*. Hemmer, the lip movecento and positions are not exactly

parallel to those of the tonave. Starting from the position they have

at rest, Matt Atputipoattioas the Lips say be pushed fermata. This

4

I
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protrusion is called roundina. The lips way also be pread, that is,

the corners of the mouth may be drawn apart and the lips pulled back

against the teeth. The final sound of English tea is pronounced with

spread lips and that of English too with rounded lips.

The lower lip, like the tongue, may serve to narrow or close the

air .assage (see sicL;s92Esavitriz, above). The upper organ, in this

case, way be either the upper lip or the upper teeth; examples: the

sounds p and f respectively, :A in English Rut and fog.

VOWELS AND CONSONANTS

For purposes of languevestudy, speech sounds are usually assigned

to one of the two general categories called vowle and consonants.

Briefly, vowels are characterized by a relatively greater degree of

opening than consonants; the tonloe is held lower than for consonants

and the stream of air passing through the buccal cavity encounters

relatively less obstacle. Normally vowels are voiced sounds. Their

specific qualities, such ss those which distinguish, for instance,

between the vowel sounds of the French words: pill as Roo, are

produced by the actiou of the tongue and lips which modify the size

and shape of the buccal cavity. The highest point of the tongue

divi4es the buccal cavity into two connected chambers; the site and

shape of the back chamber is controlled by the tongue position, the

front chamber by both the tongue position and the lip position

(spreading decreases and rounding enlarges). Vowels are charsfaeristic

examples of a sowedtype called cesonante.

COASOCWO may show either a great constriction of the air pass6:0

or a momentary closure of the passage (tee remarks on degree of opening,

above). In the first case, the air passing through a narrow charnel

produces friction noises of various kinds whose specific qualities

depend upon the position of the movable caws. For the second type

of consonant, the release of the stopped up air produces an "explosion"

whose tharatteristict also depend upon the posit :,la of the movable

organs.

The difference between these two general sound types vowels and

consonants Ls, in many respects, a difference of degree rather than

one of kind. # irb. more extreme examples of each class are welt

441/8.1,...4.11.1111111111.0.0.011,60.4041114611101111141141 oft% 41.14 do
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characterized, but there exist also borderline cases which are difficult to

classify on a purely phonetic basis, since they may have many of the resonance

qualities of vowels but also consonantal characteristics.

The articulatory phonetic criteria for describing vowels and

consonants, although in many ways parallel, are not exactly the SAMa.

For this reason each class will be treated separately.

The cicssification of vowels (1)

Vowel sounds are of two general types: pore vowels (monophthongs)

and diphthongs. Pure vowels may be defined in terms of a given stable

position of the articulatory organs. Diphthongs, on the contrary, are

sounds during whose emission the speech organs show perceptible

movement. They must be defined either in terms of this movement (called

a ,Alide) or in terms of their starting point andthe endin3 point

towards which they tend. The movement is from a more prominent vowel

sound towards a less prominent one most often having a higher tongue

posltion. Diphthongs arc sometimes considered to be composed of two

distinct successive sounds. The vowel sounds of the English words:

bee, 1220 bow (-tie), 110.421 bough, 11115 3221 are generally diphthongs.

The vowels of the English words: pit, put, putt, Rat ana those of French

generally arc pure vowels. Pure vowels and diphthongs taken together

form the class of vowel nuclei. However, as pure vowels (mcwophthongs)

constitute the basic irreducible vowel units, it is with these that the

f011owing discussion shall deal mainly.

BASIC FEATURES OF VOWEL DESCRIPTION

Vowel sounds are described and classified phonetically accordiAg.

to a number of features which, when combined, give a valid account of

the shape of the cavitioo involved.

.A. Basic features:

1) height of the tongue, or, degree of opening

2) the part of the tongue raised, or tongue position

3) the lip position

Features 2 and 3 aro closely allied; together, they form the

position of articulation.

POOR OPSGINAL COPY - BEST
AVAILABLE AT TIME FILMED
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1) Height of the tongue, or degree of opening. Variations of

tongue height serve as a differentiating feature of vowels. For

linguistic purposed, it suffices to distinguish between three fundamental

degrees of tongue height: low, mid and high. Each of these may be

further subdivided into a high and a low constituent: thus high mid and

low mid. High vowels are often referred to as close vowels and low

vowels as open vowels.

2) The part of the tongue making the narrowing, or tongue position.

Vowels are classed as front or back or central according to the part of

the tongue that is reaised highest. In the formation of front vowels,

the front of the tongue approaches the hard palate; for back vowels,

the back of the tongue approaches the soft palate. When languages

having both front vowels and back vowels also have vowels whose tongue

position at a given degree of opening is intermediate between those of

the corresponding front and back vowels, phoneticians refer to this

intermediate class as central vowels.

3) The lip positions for vowels are rounding (lips protruded) and

spreading. When the lips are spread many phoneticians say that the sound

produced is wirounded, and this latter term applies as well :D sounds

produced with neutral lip position (that it, neither rounded nor spread).

Generally, the difference between rounding and spreading decreases as

the degree of opening increases. When the rounded lip opening is

rather large, many phoneticians speak of open lip roundina, when it is

relatively small, of close lip rounding.

The front-spread position of articulation, which corresponds o

the smallest cavity in the front of the mouth and tLe back-rounded

position which corresponds to 'he largest cavity formed in the front

of the mouth seem to be the most frequent positions of articulation

that occur in the languages of the world, and are, for this reason

considered as primary. The two other possible combinations of tongue

and lip position: front-rounded and back-spread, both characterized by a

more medium-sized from cavity in comparison to those of the primary
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positions, are taken as secondary.

A basic classification of vowels may be established in terms of

the features degree of opening and position of articulation. Such

a scheme is useful as a standard of reference, and, at the same time, furnishes

the phonetic symbols for noting vowel sounds.

EXTREME VOWELS

I, with the lips spread, the front of the tongue is advanced as far

forward as possible and as high as compatible with its quality as a vowel

towards the hard palate, the sound produced is illustrated by the vowels of

the French words: si, lit, pie, etc. The vowels of the English words: tea,

sea, are of this type, but they are nuat often pronounced as dipthongs and not

as pure vowels. The phonetic symbol for this vowel is [i].

If the tongue is held as low as possible in the mouth, which is well

open, the sound produced is of the a-tyre. For this degree of opening, the

maximum, the lip position may be neglect*.d. If, however, it is necessary to

distinguish between an open vowel having a front tongue position as in French

palte, and one having a back tongue position as in Frengh pate, the symbol [a]

or IC is used for the first and [a] or [a] for the second. When just one

symbol is required, normal printed [a] is used.

If the lips are rounded and the hack of the tongue raised as high as com-

patible with vowel sound quality towards the soft palate, the sound produced

is of the type illustrated by the vowels of the French words; 222, chou, mou.

The vowel of the English words ooze, too, are also of this general type, but

they are most often pronounced as dipthongs, not as pure vowels. The phonetic

symbol for this sound is [u].

INTERMEDIATE VOWELS

Between [I] and [a], it is possible to have front-spread vowels with an

intermediate degree of opening. The high-mid front spread
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vowel, noted fa/ (or (0) and the low-rid front spread vowel, noted

pll (or tap. Exam?les of the former are the vowel of the French

words thC 2td.:.the vowel of the English words ay, rate, is a diphthong

that begins as 6'1. N ...les of the latter are the vowel of the French

words: Lila, sett, .1ca, and of the English words: 0.1.0 2111j check.

Likewise, it is possible to have, between tul and (61, back rounded

vowels with a degree of o2oning intermediate between these two

extremes. The high-nth back rounded vowel, noteVo] (or bi0), may

be illustrate4 by the vowels of the French words: rose, au pot.

The vowel of the English words: 11.51, are generally pronounced in

most American usage as diphthongs that being as (o). The low-mid

back rounded vowel, noted (0) (or (p)), may be illustrated by the

vowel of the French words: portnj tart; the vowel of the English word

law is also often of this some general type.

Vowel's having a tongue position intermediate between that of mid

end high front vowels and mid and high back vowels respelively are

called contrnl vowels. The final vowel sound of the English word s_ ofil .

is a mid control vowel whoco tongue position is approximately intermediate

between that of the front spread mid vowel'of rot and that of the back

rounded vowel od Imw. Tha phonetic symbol for the central mid vowel

is CO]. Mon It.is also necessary to note a close central vowel the

symbol used is
/, .

THE VOWEL TRIANGLE
,

All thin' information on vowels is presented in a condensed and

convctional manner by means of a Wile which often has the form of

en inverted truncated triangle, whence the name vowel triangle, or. some

simplified derivative of this figure, which provides a stylised .

: e

=. ,IWWmMa m.. M11 MMM IM
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of articulation and degree of

Unch symbol repreeente en

The table is modified as needed to

present the
vowel sounds of a particular language.

C.

POOR OP101.141. COPY BEST
AVAILABLE AT, TOM FILMED.

'Vowel Trian7le*

position of articulation

FRONT

(unft6itad)
DAC:t

'rounde0

The front-spread end ch-munded vowels hated herb do not

constitute an egheuetive Rat. For instance, the vowel sound of the

taglieh c.rord it in ant sivtn. Phonetically, this sound is a front-
. ,

spread vowel whose tongue keigLt iu intermediate between thatof.(81

and (421, i-a limn. IC is a bi?11 020 Vowel, and is anted fa:j;

Note that (a) is too opened to be rounded.

Besides the above cathirlAtionn of tongue and lip positions, it is

also possible to Lave prnot-roun4 volfela and back - unbounded Vowels.,

Front-rounded vaunts are noted by flea mann of tba following symbolo:..

fnr n high frent-roualcd vowel as in French Saplgs,
. .

(01 or (isl for

the high -,ale, aco to French, goa, Lel and (soy or (4) for the low-midias
.

; .

in French heut6 veAt. Deck-opraad yowls aced not concern us here,

as it is pessible.to ecscribe both Rngliell and French without reference

to vou..As of age type.

DIPHTHONGS

4

. ,

P:

uhtboaaa. Dipithooss era charactorited by a perceptible movement
..

-
. .4. Rly *: -

!.
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1

of the speech organs during their emission. It is this movcw,ent

which produces the modification of the quality of the sound ;.n the

course of its utterance. In contradistiw..tion to the,, pure vowels

(monophtongs) ,which hnv seen descr!tled in tereJs of sNcific mitions

of the speech organs, diphthongs mist be defined In teirms of two

criteria: their starting-point and end point or the direction of the movement away

from that starting-point. Diphthong may be gtDuped according to either

ones of these features. The English word La contains a diphthong whose

starting point Is [a) and whose movement in towards (i) (it is written

(nth likewise, in the word say, the starting point of the d(phzhong

is (e) and the movement of the glide is also towards (i) ((el.)). In

boy, the movement is from L071towards (i) (written tai]). In Es,

the glide is from a lower (i) towards a higher (1.); it is written (4).

Other diphthongs may have a glide towards the high-bpK rounded vowel

(u). In the word how, the diphthong &tarts from (a) and moves towards

(u); it is written (au). In the word row, the diphthong-starts from

W and moves towards (u); it is written (ot,k). In the word boo", the

glide starts from a lower variety of (LI] and moves towards a higher

variety: written big). The mark [4,] placed under the second symbo)

which indicates the direction of the glide marks the fact that this

second element is the less prominent one. It should he noted that, in

reality; the notations (j] and W indicate only the direction of the

glide; the degree of closure of (1.) or (u) is not attained generally.

For (ai), the closure may often only reach that of the vowel (e); for

(au) that of kfl or (?). In fact it would probably sound incorrect to

extend the glide to the extreme limit suggested by the notation. Some

linguists consider diphthongs to be a sequence of a vouel followed by

a consonaltal glide.
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Besides these diphthongs, there (micas anotber kind, whose glide

is towards the articulctory position of a central mid vowel. These

are called centeringdipt-thocoa. This, in the kinds of English speech

where an r-sound io never pronounced when another consonant follows

it or when it would end a word, centering diphthongs; are beard in

words like Ea !pig), po2z (pi& and beard (b W). Also, these same

speakora often.uce centering diphthongs in words like pair (pin], air

4), and mi (pint), .tpir (rag); other speakers use here a long pure

vowel g)i, 01. :La cecon4 element 1;11, may also occur after diphthongs

as in the words fire ffa421; war hmk).

ADDITIONAL VOCALIC FEATURES

In addition to thew features of degree of opening and position

. of articulation, s4ich are general in scope, other features of more

limited occurrence may nice serve to differentiate vowel sounds.

Those that eancarn4nnlic5 or French are:
.

1) proaonco or absence of nasal resonance (i.e. whether or not
: :

the' nasal cavity IC open to the air stream): nasalioral

. 2) lergal or duration. long/short
- , .

3) muscular tension of the various organs or parts of the vocal
' .

tract: to as or la.
. .

NASALITY . " . '..
. 1 . 4.. ....., .

. . .

eiOt : :

.......'. 1) nA52210ral...Vawel sourdo maybe produced with the vol= raised, .. ......

.. ....: ... ......:., ... :............ ... . ..... .

. .
. ,

. or lorad. EOtinda;.,produced with tho velum raised, so thaethe air
.

area= passes out throu34 there:oath alone are called oral vowels. Vowels .

., .

produced with the velum lowered co that the nasal cavity is open to the

air stream are called wal.er nasalized vowels. In French, bane

differs tram has just beccuoo ito.vowel Is nasalised. Bas,has a low
. "

oral vowel anat.= a. low nasal; vowel. .flapal vowels are marked by

. ..:
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placing a tilde (`) over the corresponding oral vowel: I. fb

DURATION
.

2) lambtoEt. Vowel sounds msy vary in their duration. Sounds

otherwise similar may differ quite perceptibly with respect to their

relative duration. Sometimes such differences are found in identical

positions within words, Oometimos they are bound up with differences

of 'position or with differences of stress. Diphthongs are often grouped

together with long vowalavbecause their duration is of the same

order. Length is indicated, w%en necessary, by placing a macron ()

over the vowel: 5.
TENSION

3) mscuinrtnnolon. tense/lax. According to the degree of

muscular tonaion employed fotheir production, vowels may be classed

ad tense or lax. Thdoo torus era .used particularly by writers on

English phonetics to deocribo the difference between. the vowels of

pairs of cords like beat and bit, fool and full, and sometimes

between pairs of lower vowels like bait and bet. Actually, the

difference between tense and lax seems to concern not only the

muscular tension of the articulating organs, but also the degree of

opening and the position of articulation, and length. Lax vowels tend

to be lowar,;shorteri and to have a position of articulation closer to

the neutral position of the articulating organs, that is, more central.
.

,,
.. . -

Thus, a tense hiah front vowel, like that of beat, has greater tongue

height and a more front tongue position than the corresponding lax vowel;

that of bit, It is also longer, and often pronounced as a diphthong.

POOR ORIGINAL C011. kat
AvAILABIE AT TM dip

.grr. Go woo.," We. %dm . . ..
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Consonants aro classified and described according to the following

criteria;

1) their wanner of articulation

2) their position of articulation

3) vocal cord activity. voiced /voiceless

' Secondary concomitant features:

4) aspirated/non-aspirated

5) strong (fortioak (lento)

MANNER OF ARTICULATION

This criterion refers to the character-

. istics of tha obstacle encountered by the air stream. Consonants are

of two basic Undo: 1) those having a momentary complete closure of

the air paesago as aphase of their production; and 2) those having a

partial closure - a narrowing- of the air passage. If, in a given

position of'articulation the air passage is completely stopped

momentarily, and then reopened suddenly, the sound produced is called

a atop (or platys, or pec)ueive). Tba part of the atop up to the re-,

opening or re1ente to called the .111212111211) and the release, the c.x212212a.

Cxamplea of stops are the initial sounds of the English words: pill,,

bill, till, L41130. kill, sill, noted phonetically [p], (t), Ed),

Eg), respectively: A stop made with the vocal cords is called

a glottal stop, noted It is not a regular speech sound of English

Or French.

FRICATIVES

When a narrow channel remains open during the entire emission of

a consonant sound, the air passing through produces friction noises.

Such sounds are called basatitill. Fricatives that are laxly articulated

1.1 ma. g. 08. 014110.0V or ,s .... . .
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are apmetimes referred to as spirants. Since, during their articulation,

two air channel is never co7pletely closed, fricatives, spirants and,

generally, sound types other than stops are referred to as continuants.

Exatsples of fricatives are the initial sounds of the Eqglibh words:

fear, veer .011A. OAre, sear_, zoo. AlAPX, here and the second consonant

sound (symbolized in the spelling by the letter a) of the word leisure.

These sounds are noted (f), fv), 104 MI is), (z), re), 00, vo,

respectively.

AFFRICATES

There aloe exist consonant sounds which begin like stops but which

end like fricatives. These are called affricates. The initial sounds
.

of the English words cheer and jeer are affricate.. They are noted

(c) and (1) respectively in phonetic writing. Affricates are often

considered as a spacial ktndrof stop having a slow release.

SEMI-VOWELS

The so-called semi-vowels are consonantal sounds articulated with

the same tongue and lip positions as the highest (or closest)

-.vowels but either with an audible friction or such contextual era use

as to suggest a consonantal function. English has two semi-vowels,

illustrated by the initial sounds of the words Let (phonetic notation

(j)) and we (phonetic notation (w)). French also has

those: Lea (j) and out (w), plus a third one, as the initial sound

of the word /mile (f). Except for their usually greater tongue

height) these sounds have tbo tongue and lip positions of the

vowels (i), NJ, and (y) respectively.

In those varieties of American English where the final syllable

of better ray be said to present a vocalic (r), it is not misplaced

to consider the (r) of red, its consonantal equivalent, as a semi-

vowel too.
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Other feature+ besides the degree of obstacle encountered by the

air stream are relevant to the criterion of manner of articulation.

For instance, the volummay be lowarcd, opening the nasal cavity to

tho air otresm. Consonant sound° whoa* production involves the'

participation of the nasal cavity aro called nasal consonants. They

are characterized by a atop articulation in the south which is
.%.

made with.tho lips or tha tonguo and is responsible for their specific

acoustic difforoncos botweon the conaonanto of this type, and 2) the

pilotage of sir through the naval cavity. Consonant sounds produced with

the velum in its rafted position, touching the back wall of the

pharynx and closing the nasal cavity to the air streaml'are called

ern consonants. Exampos of nasal consonants are the final sounds of

the Englich words' gra, Am arm they are noted phonetically: 50,

611, M. The English oral conoonanto having the same place of

articulation as those null fp,
pattern:

oral p t. k Fronch has a nasal consonant U.r )

b d a
as in the word diAne. Its position

nasal sa. n 0 of articulation is that of (j].
LATERALS.
-- The shape aosumed by the tongue may also modify the characteristics

of the obotaclo. Thus the middle part of the tongue may be in contact

with a part of the roof of themoutbsclosing the central part of the ..

air passago, but the sides of the tongue may be so contracted that the

air is allowed to paos'along one or both sides of the tongue. Sounds

made in this manner are called lateral sounds. The most frequently

t, d, k, g] according to the following
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encountered lateral io the 1-sound. 'or its production, the Lip of

the tongue may bo in contact with the teeth riege, or with the upper .

tooth, Tha phonetic symbol for these sounds is III..

I HISSING SOUNDS

Yor the productiou of tha Englith fricative sounds LOI and id),

the tip of the tongue is raised toward the region of the upper teeth,

. to make a fricative-typo constriction. At. the same time, it is hold

flat, so that the air pot:wage at the position of articulation is much

wider than it is high; forming, when seen in cross-section, a slit-
.

like opening. Mee the tongue is raised towards this same general

area (upper teeth or teeth ridge), but with the form of the tip of the

tongue modified in ouch vay, that inatead of being flat, a groove is

formed along its mid -line the sides of the tocgue tip are raised

and the center depressed), the air stream passing through a very narrow

..channel and directed in part, at least, against the lover teeth

gives rise to another typo of sounds, called hissine sounds or sibilants.

With regard to their manner of articulation they are called syoove

fricatives; whereas [0] and i are examples of alit fricatives.

Examples of sibilant(' are the -initial sounds of sue and zoo. They

are noted phonetically [a] and (z).

HUSHING SOUNDS

Another typo of sound allied to.the sibilants are the Inishin sounds
. .

or shabilants. The initial sound of the English words: sheer, ,070.1i

and the second consonant sound of the word leisure (corresponding the

letter s in the spelling) are of this type. They are noted in

phonetic writing to and (), respectively. In their formation, the

entire body of the tongUe is raised forming a narrow channel extending

from tie region of the tooth riego to the back of the soft paint°.

T e affricato conamunta that are the initial sounds of words like
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cheer and Jr et also belong to this category. Sounds of this type are

often accozpanied by lip-rounding.

VIBRANTS

A number of sounds may be produced by the vibration of a speech

organ. Tha two elastic Orson* capable of vibration are the tip of the

tongue and the uvula. Tha tip of the tongue uay be made to vibrate

against the roof of the south in the region of the teeth ridge or elveola.The

result is a try illed or rolled r. It is noted Cr). The uvula, the

hindercost part of the coft palate may be caused to vibrate against the

back of the tongue. This servos as ono of the rsounAs of French; it

bears the name of "r grai:104". It is noted phonetically (10. A

uvular fricative sound, another French sound, closely allied phonetically
.

' to lab is also called "r graesey4"; it is noted NI.

Vibrating sounds, or vibrants, are formed by a rapid succession

of several closures and releasoi, called taps. Wben.tbe movement is

reduced to a single short tap, the sound produced is called a flap.

In 864im kinds of Icorican Ro3liob usage ft) and (d) are replaced by

a flap when they occur between two vowel sounds, as in the words:
.

enttec, d& r, escalator; the rsound of the Spanish word Pero is

also of this type.
.

POSITION OF ARTICULATION The criterion of manner of atliculhtioa

referred to the chaiectoristies of the obstacle narrowing or closure

of various typos. Tbs criterion of position of articulation refers to

the place where the obstacle to the air StreAm in consonant articulation

occur.. The Wats of connotee for this criterion are repreeented

as bein3 distributed along a horisontaI axis 0/kW:ding (ten the front

.
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to the bask of the air passage. 'Tbe placa of narrowing or closure

for consonant* may be anywhere between the lips and the larynx.

Because of the'rolative mobility of the lover lip and the port of the

tongue which produce the narrowing or closure of the air passage, it

to nacessary to indicate. the movable orgun involved, and at the same

tine, the part of the roof of the mouth towards which it is raised.

For purposes of consonant description, the tongue, as we hare seen,

is divided into two !Nein sections: the ilk or nex and the surface

behind the tip, which Zs referred to as the dorsum. Sounds made

with the lots: lip as the movable organ are called labialtj those made

with the.tip of the tongue'are called eptcals, and those made with the

dorsum, doreale. The upper part of the air passage is labelled as

follows: the upper lip, the upper teeth, the teetu ridge (or alveobie),

the hard palate, the soft palate, the uvula, (the phar,..x, the larynx).

The correlation of a movable organ with a region of arti.:ulatioa

results in the following possible positions of articulation:

rovable orftag Reftion of Articulation DosipmussAL kameles
(or 14er articulator) (or upper articulator) position of,

usiculatiog

'lower lip upper lip , bilabial P. b

lower lip upper teeth labiodeutal f, v

tip (apex) of tongue upper teeth (apico- )dentet 11. 0, w

F. to d
tip (epos) of torque teeth rid3o (spice-) IL t, d

(or alveolar) alveolar
E, t, d, after

tip (apex) of toccue hard palate retro:flex(or in some America
apeco-palklat) usages

dors= (the frost hard palate (dorso-) bit
part) palatal

domes (the hack soft palate (dotso-)velar k, g,
l)

part) (or velum)

dors= (the back uvula (dorsoo)uvular R,13 1.

part) ..
. a
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glottal

voiced/voiceless. Consonant articulations

accompanied by vocal cord vibration - voice - are called voiced

consonants. Consonant Sounds not having this vibration are called.

voiceless. Stop and fricative types of sound often occur In pairs

which have the ammo manner and position of articulation, but differ

uniquely by the presence or absence of voice. In both English and

French any such pairs exist. Some English outmplea of pairings are

as follows! lnbio-dental alveolar hfasinp taiiilz3in velar

voiceless p f . 4 k

voiced b . v d S

The voicing or tha voicolossness may coincide quite exactly with

the boginning and end of a consonant sound or it may exist only during

part.of the duration of the sound. Nasal consonants an4 semi-vowels.

Usually occur as voiced sounds, but.tboy nay also occur voiceless.

SECONDARY CONSONANTAL FEATURES

ASPIRATION
Mon the release of a (voiceless)

stop consonant bat as en accovanyIng feature a breath an h-4 sound

the stop to aid to be psotrnte4. Sounds not having this feature are

unaspiratcd. initial sounds, (0, (t), (k), of the English words:

gin, lino lig are aspirated. Mywaver, when these sounds occur after

IS'.;(and also before an unstrossed vowel) they are unaspirated, as in the

words! LULL and flat. When it is dosired to note in phonetic

writing that a stop is aspiratod, this is indicated by means of an

inverted spostrophai (el.
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MUSCULAR ENERGY

&trolly, (fortis)/weak (tents): Consonants

are often divided into two classes: stroll% and weak, according to the

impression of greater or lesser muscular tension ev..rted for their

production. This feature parallels generally that of 3) voiced/voice-

less. Voiceless sounds ore strong (fortis) and voiced sounds weak

(tents). However, in certain very particular circuustances, which will

be discussed later, VOiC01039 wool( and voicild (at least partially)

'trolls; also occur.

TABLE OF CONSONANTS

All this information may be summarised in a phonetic table of

consonants, like the one beim

Along the horizontal axis of 'be grid are listed the positions of

articulation starting from the lips and moving back into the air

passage. The various manners of articulation are listed along the

vertical axis. The table is nbt complete. It only contains sounds

of interest for the study of French and English pron:unciation.

Poo* onotut COPY BEST
AYANAPQ Ay nuE MUM



THE SYLLABLE

"COPY- BEST

POOR ORIGINAL COPY. BEST
AVARAkE Al 11ME FILMED

Speech sounds vovols and consonante fall into

grotipicao called fyllstlec. Phonaticiono are not all agreed upon what

.asylloble actually io. Co-ra dofino it in toms of peaks of sonority

or prominent*. Boob syllable contains one peak, generally a vowel sound,

Page 22
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. which is the 'point of Era-toot oponin3. Syllable divisions are very

of ton a mechanical juration of the succission of vowels and consonants

in the spoken chain of cpeach, at least, within words. Thus, in ?tench,

a consonant ocnurriv.3 botweon two vowel' goes with the second volel:

bateau (ba;tol, nntou (me-tu).

Accordin3 to whothor oyllablo terwluatna in a vowel or a

consonant sound, it is tormod frto or checked: the two syllables of

both the words citod above are free: they end in a vuwel. Both the

syllabloo of the Fronds word InrAeur (1.89;i6) are checked syllables

as they tonainato in a consonant sound.

Mon on either aide of a syllable boundary, the consonant chocking

the first syllable and the consonant beginning the following syllsble

are the saws they fuco to form:a sin3lo long sound (i.e. hold.3er

than the correspordia3 simple tound), and phoneticians speak of a

prilIntto4 conoo=nt. Coainato4 consonants may often be considered to
.

bo patticular case of a sequence of two consonants Cf. rrencb

l'a dit (10.14kdils

STRESS OR ACCENT

Syllables may bo istusa or ugstressti the terms sccentsd and

uusmild are also employed). Stress say be defined as the

.

MOW.. 00.101P1P100...^.~.4.~... 41.r.......01111 1101VP~}Ii . a% * . . 4. .1e. dr... . ...lb . 41121.
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prominence, within a chain of syllables, granted to one syllable. The

nature of the prominence may vary from one language to another. A

noro forceful articulation (force),lengthening (length), a higher tone

(pitch), may each, alone, or in various combinations of two or threo

of these, be used in a particular Language to obtain this prominen:e.

SYLLABLE DIVISION

It is importcnt not to confuse the nyllablos of spoken language

referred to above with the so-called syllable 4iviaiuns applied to

cut :Ala wrftjen words Want lack of space makes it impossible to write

the entire word on the ea se line. For instance, the French word

. bonnets, would be divided ctordina to spelling conventions bon-ate,

but the division into spciten syllables would be (n-nat).

ASSIMILATION

In the spoken chain, a sound may lose, gain or replace one or

more of its phonetic traits under the influence of a neighboring

sound. This process is called seirallatioa. This phenomenon may

occur within words, but more often between the contiguous initial and

final sounds of words occurin3 in sequence. Thus, in the French word

31101J the final lb] is normally voiced, but when the (b) is immediately

followed by a voiceless sound it is unvoiced, the b in the phrase Loll

it frolAlor) is pronounced without voice under the influence of

the following Pk) which is a viocoless sound. (To indicate in phonetic,
writing this unvoiein3 a small circle is plated under or over the

symbol representing the sound affected. Thus: b, d, y, !, I, !, 111,

r, I. To indicate that a voiceless sound in pronounced with partial

voice when followed by a voiced consonant, a spiCial mark is placed

undor the consonant as follows: t etc. Examples': trench chime
vo vs

10 tiatauri.
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In the English phrase, = many speakers pronounce the

final sound of Ihi, not as the usual o-sound heard in isolation, or

before a vowelp.but an s-sound with considerable hushing quality, or

even as (4). Thin is assimilation of position of articulation.

PHONOLOGY OR PHONEMICS

fa Is re

A purely phon)tic approach to the study of the sounds of a language

cannot by itself reveal the way in which sounds are used within the frame

of that language. The lviman speu:.11 organs are capable of producing

a countless variety of sounds which are all concretely different from

one another. However, all these different:as do not play an equivalent

Ale in the frame of a language in which they occur) they are not all

on tha.same plane. In its function au a medium of communication, each

Language makes use of only a limited number of sound differences to

keep words apart, whereas the remaining differences do not possess

this word-discriminating property. Tte nature and characteristics of

the word-diatinguishing differences vary from language to language.

PHONEMES

Sound differences which by themselves may serve, in a given

language, to keep words apart are called 2poneros. This means,

. that if, vithin a word, one phomme is replaced by another, a new

vord for aomothie4 unrocoanisable as the original word) is produced.

Thus, in English, if, startimg with the word pal /Fab the initial

element /p/ is replaced by /b/ a new word bat /beet /is formed; /p/ and

Ihl are thus distinct phonemes in English. If, now, fm) of pa is

rtrOLacod by (El, a new word, Au is produced} thus lel and /e/ are

distinct phonemes in English. finally' if the (t) *fat is
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replaced by (di, a now word Eitt /pad/ is obtained. Through this

procedure of substitutiol) not only are the phonemes isolated, but,

at the same time, wordi may be analyzed into their' constituent phonemes.

The same result way bo obtained by seekina out and comparing in a

language, pairs of words differentiated by a single element. The

existence; in English, of pairs of words of this type - calledmbigg

mkt - such as atibiatj ear boars rah& etc., all show that

/p/ and /b/ occur in exactly the same phonetic environment (as in the

first pair, before 0:1). Prom the speaker's standpoint, it may be

said that he cakes a choice between the phonemes that may appear in

a given context according to vbat be intends to say: EEL or 6210 au,
1111, etc.

SOUNDS AND PHONEMES

It is important to clearly seise the distinction that is made

between sounds and phoneme. Differences of sound are material

differences which may be measured in all cases by. means of acoustical

. instruments, and which may be perceived by ear in many cases the

.number, in this latter case, depending variously upon the Acuteness of hefting

of the observer his native language and trsining. Phonemic differences Are

represented in actual speech by differentes'of sound, but not all

differences of sound, even when they can be readily perceived by oar, .

Are phonemic differences. Th) criterion for establishing phonemes is

founded upon the word-diatinguishing power of a sound difference within the

frame of a given language not upon the existence of material

Two or moresountis, materially quite different

frois each other, may all represent the same phoneme.

Zo the English words: 11.411 APIA, ILL, Wino we find that the
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initial sound of tale is aspirated, the second sound of stale is

not; the final sound of sit is roost often not released, and the third

.. sound of sitter is very often prunc.unced in Amerienn English as a

flap. Yet, these four sounds al! represent the same phoneme /t/. At

the some time English speakers would concur that these sounds are all

the "same", for the speakers of a language react, not to the

differences of sounds as such.,but to differences het...ilen phonemes.

However, what is important to'retain here is that the difference

between these four sounds can never serve in English by themselves,

to distinguish one word from another. The differences between each

of these "t-sounds" depend upon the phonetic context in which they

occurs that is, the appearance of any

ope of these sound& is predictable from the examination of the
phonetic environment.

CONTEXTUAL VARIANTS! Sounds which stand to each other in such a .

relationship are called the variants of a phoneme. Because their

difference is dependent upon the phonetic context, they are called

contextual variants (also, positional variants, combinatory variants

and allophones). Contextual variants may depend not only upon their

place of occurrence initial, final, medial - but also upon the nature

of a neighboring sound; thus, ehel:klsound of the English word carp has

a tongue position that is considerably further back in the mouth than

the ksound of the word km. The difference between the two parallels

the tongue position of the following vowel: back in earl and front in

lta. The utility of using minimal pairs for establishing phonemic

differences is that they afford clear and iftsediate proof that nn

contextual conditioning, as in the case et contextual. VATISMO, IS

involved.

Olileollne. 41 aS I ilb..1111.00alt Im sibs 46 i **II
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Besides contextual variants, there nlso exist variants which are

dependent upon social or individual factors. The French phoneme /r/

has as variants two sounds that are quite different from each other:

one is a trill produced by the vibration of the tip of the tongue

against the teeth ridge .(trilled M) and the other, a rather laxly

articulated uvular fricative (Parisian ro r grascey:z). The occurrence

of these sounds is not conditioned by the phonetic context; their

use is related to the social and/or regional origins of the speaker.

They are variants of the same in phoneme in French, because the

replacement of the one by the other can never alter the identity of

a given word. As far as communication through the medium of the

French language is concerned, they have the tame value.

NOTATION

Biceuse differences of sound and differences of phonemes do not

necessarily coincide, a notation of speech must take care to indicate

whether the point of view'is phonetic or phonemic. In the former

case, the notation is enclosed, in square brackets ( ), and in the

latter case, with slant lines / /. Thus, for French, the difference

between a trilled r and a uvular fricative r would be distinguished

in the notation: (1) and (U) respectively. However, both of these

would be trcnscribed phonemically /4, the Rowan letter, a more

commonplace symbol (i.e. found on all typewriters, Uootype machines,

etc.) being.used to mark the phoneme, when possible.

EACH EACH LANGUAGE HAS ITS OWN WAY

The phonemic point of view corregOnds closely to the way the

native users. of a language hear and employ speech sounds in order to

communicate with one another. Setting forth the phonemic distinctions

. of a langusgt, seems to the native speakers of that languree, like a
1

statement of very obvious truths: for instance, that /p/ and /b/ are . 1

distinct phonemes in English. However, it must be kept in mind that

each language bate its own particular way of organising and using the

sound differences which serve in its frame to keep words apart. And

dif ferenees which serve this end in one language say not do so in

another. It is here that must be sought a msjor origin of the difficulties

encountered in learnin3 to speak a foreign lantoege. For instance, it

As often found that a phoneme in one lensuage has no equivalent In

another, Thus, among tine voiceless fricatives of rnilish, a distinction
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is made between three phonemes in the area running from the labio-

dental region to the alveolar region; those are: 1) the labio-dental

/f/p En3lLsh fin; 2) the dental /0/, English thin; 3) the alveolar

groove (hissing) /s/, English sin. In this same area, French has

only two fricative phonemes: /f/ and /s/; it shows a gap where

English has /9i. French speakers learning English often replace

spontaneously WI by If] or by (0, the closest fricative equivalents they

possess for this English sound or by (t) the denial stop corresponding to [6].

tgeareiiIVIa%grgegZT riphonemes are used and delimited is the
following: it is generally only after considerable practice that

French speakers learning English succeed in distinguishing the English

words beck, bock) bock. The words beck and bock are clearly distinguished,

but the word bAek is generally rendered as with either beck

or 1s410 The reason for this confusion is that in tlo articulatory

area of tho vowel phonemes which keep these words apart - AEI, MI,

/a/ respectively - front-spreading voels with low-mid to low-degree

of opening, French makes a distinction between two phonemes only: as

in the words bee /I/ and las /41 and the vowel of back /a /, whose

articulation falls between these, is interpreted variously as identical

Atli one of the two possibilities the French speaker has at his disposal.
DANGER OF TRANSFER

These exam2lps all confirm the fact that the usual tendency-end a persis

tent one-is for speakers to interpret the phonemes of the foreign language through

the mesh of phonemic distinctions existing in the native medium and

to employ, in the foreign language, sounds of the native language in

place of thoco used by speakers of the foreign language. The sound of

the foreign language is identified on the bears of its perceived

similarity - here a relative and subjectivenction - with a sound

representing a phoneme of the mother tongue, and not on the basis of

whet it represents in the foreign language. Such transfers may render

a word unintelligible in those cases where the closest approximation

a speaker esa find produces a confusion between phonemes as in the

preceding examples or as whcn a French speaker pronounces th' English

word Ill with his French/if which English speakers tend to hear as

WI. In other cases, hover, this inter-linguistic transfer of

sounds us, only produce an effect that sound' fteio.but which causes

no confusion of phonemes as the use of an Initial aspirated alveolar (0
in the French.

16iellle AIM& 4/6 116 11411. S.. 41411410.... 4011144111.411.0 11.0.11114 . . - 0. i a.. 46..
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T!ard tnsse)A. In a few cases, the transCer passes entirely unnoticed.

If it may seem to come teachers pedagogically valid to use this last

type of relation as a starting point for practical teaching, it should

never be forgotten that the phonemes of a language are all members of

an autonomous, self-contained, and unique organization. A phoneme can

only be defined in terms of the other phonemes of the SaMQ language and

never in terms of ae phonemel, of other languages. This means that

from a ntrictly scientific point of view, difference is everywhere

present when comparing phonives of.two different languages although it

may not be everywhere apparent, for 0:ere certainly does exist here a

certain degree of phonetic overlapping. To teach, for instance, as is
American

sometimes done, that the vowel of theAErtglish word blet and that of the

French word bottc are the same phonetically can be nothing more than a

rather gross and inexact teaching aid, for if the two sounds do happen

to.be phonetically fairly close to each other (C1.7ty are not identical),

this identification tends to obscure the unity that holds between all

the contextual variants of the phoneme 10/ in French, some of which

have more resemblance to English sounds other than the vowel of but

(e.g. the vowel of English bought).

MAKING THE STUDENT CONSCIOUS

The phonemic divisions existing in the mother tongue - their

number and their nature - arc a major obstacle to the mastery of a

new set of phonemic differences. A fundamental step towards the

acquisition of a new set of sreech habits is to sort out for the student

the sound differences bound up with differences of meaning. Phonemic

analysis is a useful and effective tool: providing the

procedure for establishing these differences, which, since they are

valid only within the frame of a particular language, can only be

determined through the analysis of that language,

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

The various individual phonetic features described in the preceding

phonetic section under headings such as: degree of opening, manner of

articulation, place of articulation, etc., are not all on the same

plane when they are considered from the point of view of the use that

is made of thetavithin the frame of a particular lanzuoge. Phonetic

features which underlie 'the difference between two phonemes - which

serve to keep them apart - and whose modification alters the identity
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of the phoneoz are called distinctive features.

Distinctive features are isolated by comparing with each other

the phonemes of a language - and particularly, phonemes which have

phonetic features in common. Thus, if we compare, in English, the

phoneme /t/ vith the phoneme /d/, we find that the phonetic feature

distinguishing them is one of voicelessness verans voice (vibration

of the vocal cords). If we coTpare /t/ with /k/ or /p/ or /C/1 the

phonetic feature distinguishing /t/ from these is its arco-alveolar

position of articulation. If /t/ is compared with./4 the phonetic

feature maintaining them distinct is the differcnr..e between an oral

consonant and a nasal consonant. If /t! is cetipared with /9/, the

prirtnry phonetic feature distinguishing them is the er-Ausive nature

of /t/ and the fricative nature of /0/. On the h;lols of all these

comparisons the distinctive features defining the Engli:;h phoneme

/t/ arc: voiceless, alveolar, oral stop. It is this combination of

features which provides a specific and unambiguous definition of this

phoneme. A feature like aspiration is not a di tinctive feature in

English; it cannot, by itself, serve to distinguish two phonemes; it

is simply a characteristic feature of certain contextual variants of

/t/. The fact that a phonetic feature is apparent does not make it

automatically distinctive. /m/ generally occurs as a.voiced sound,

but as there is no voiceless /m/ in English or French phonemically

distinct from a voiced /mioneither voice nor voicelessness can be con-

sidered asdistinctive for the French /m/ or for the English /mi.

Distinctive features in a language are generally fewer in number

than the phonemes, since the same distinctive feature may be shared

by more than one phoneme. Thus, in English, the phonemes la, Inl,

/n1 are all nasal; the phonemes /p/, /b /, /m/ all bilabial, etc. It

is this sharing of features that make it possible to establish the

mutual relationships between the phonemes of a language on the basis

of the number and kind of like and unlike disttnelive features. With

this introductory information understood, it is now possible to proccdc

to the specific study of the pronunciation of a lan6uage.
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The French and gnglish Consonant System:

Unlike the French (F)vowel system discussed below, the system of Fvoczbt

consonant phonemes is characterized by a general homogeneity. The

number and nature of the consonant phonemes may be considered, for all

practical purposes, to be about the same for all speakers of the language.

The F consonant system may be presented as tollows:

. ,
....p- i t g s. k

b- v d z 1 g

m n a

1 j

The English (E) consonant system may be shown schematically as follows:

t

d g

f 0 e s
.1;

V Z.

1

to whichj and w should be added.

Compared with the system of E consonant phonemes, the F system

contains a smaller number of units: 18 against 24 for English.

Although we find in both languages consonants df the same general types:

stops and fricatives, voiced and unvoiced, oral and nasal, labials,
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dentals, etc., English contain° consonants which do not exist in

French.

Basing ourselves on the comparison of the two charts above we

find that the E phonemes noted 0, a, "e, ), 0, h have no counterpart

in French. On the other hand, n is the only

in the French list which does not also figure on

PHONETIC RESEMBLANCE ONLY PARTIAL
It would be an error, however, to consider

matter for native speakers of E to acquire a

symbol occurring

the E hart.

that it is a simple

native-like command

of F consonants. In reality, the identity of symbols and of phonetic

nomenclature covers only a partial phonetic resemblance, and if in some

cases the transfer of phonetic features from English into French may

pass more or less unnoticed, in other cases, such transfer produces

the effect of a foreign accent , as when F words like pot, tout, quaff

are pronounced with E

/

p4 tie: k; respectively. A more extreme example is

that of the substitution of /r/ for /r/; the transfer here may result
!

in complete unintelligibility, since these two sounds are articulatorw-

ily and acoustically Quite different.
PHONETIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN F. & E. CONSONANTS

To elucidate the problem of obtaining native consonant sounds

in F it is necessary to regard the various phonetic features which

enter into the makeup of the various phonemes of Frenoh on

the one hand and into their E counterparts on the other and to consider

in what manner these are alike or different.

The articulatory positions of F consonants are clearcut and the movements

smart; according to many commentators, the F articulations are briefer

than those of E, and the simultaneously occurring phonetic features

making up the sound tend to 'e truly simultaneous, whereas in E, the

onset or end of a given feature does not always coincide with the

start or end of the sound.
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As the inventory of F phonemes given above shows,

F has six different positions of articulation which characterize at least

two or mole phonemes (seven if we consider j and h as forming such a

class). Three positions arc those of stops p, t, k and three of

fricatives f, s, I. F has no fricatives whose place of articulation

corresponds exactly to that of a stop, whereas in English such corres-

pondences do exist ( t-0, d-g, z-I, )-I). Certain positions of arti-

culation may seem rather similar in both languages; e.g. bilabial, labio-

dental, hissing, hushing, uttaxx velar. One mode of articulation

however, the apical, is more noticeably different. In E the tip of

the tongue touches or approaches the gum dAx ridge above the teeth

whereas in F the tip or the blade of the tongue is against the upper

teeth. The greater raising of the tip of the tongue in E produces

in such E articulation(frequent in Am. E.) a cupping effect, the

tongue shape being approximately whereas in F the mass of the

tongue is not depressed: (\;'*114N or trr, , This difference of

place of articulation never results in incomprehensibility but does

affect noticeably the quality of the sound produced so that the use of

E alveolar consonants instead of F dentals does not sound native to

F ears. The prepalatal localization of j and h are discussed in the

pw:agraphs dealing with these and the uvular feature of F/r/ discussed

in the description of this phoneme.

MANNER OF ARTICULATION Both F and E have stops and fricatives.

Unnanx Phonologically, there is no reason in French to distinguish

between stops and fricatives and consider the features stop and

fricative distinctive, since they never serve by themselves to

distinguish two consonant phonemes; for as stated above, the

position of articulation is always noticeably different.
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Difficulty is caused less by the differences in the place and mode

of local articulations than by the differences in the nature of

such features as distinguish one type of stop from another and some-,

times also different types of fricatives.

Among those features the most important are the pair voice-

absence of voice which in French keeps apart three pairs of stops:

p-b, t-d, k-g and three pairs of fricatives: f-v, s-z, I-I;

voice normally appears, as a non-distinctive feature, in articulation

of the remaining phonemes. which however may be made voiceless by

their phonetic surroundings without losing their identity. The distinc-

'tion between voice and its absence existsin English too, but

not quite in the same conditions and with the same results as in F. In

many contexts and notably before a vowel, which is a voiced

sound, the voicing of E voiced consonants may commence only

after the consonant articulation has begun (E be) and after a vowel it

may cease before the end of the consonant (E add). In French the voicing

feature begins with the onset of the consonant and lasts through-

out its entire duration; it is completely voiced, whereas phoneticians

inform us that this is generally the case in English only when the

consonant occurs between two vowels.

Voice is often accompanied by articulatory weakness and voice-

lessness by more energetic articulation. This is normal in French, and

certain specialists regard this distinction between strong and weak as

mona fundamental than that between voice and voicelessness;

they argue that, as we shall see later, the voice or voiceless

feature of a consonant may disappear under the inflUence of

the voiced or voiceless character of a neighboring consonant in the

utterance, whereas the difference between strong and weak does not
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disappear, at least not in slow careful speech. However, it is

important to note that only such distinctions as are performed with the

help of voice are universal among French speakers.

F has 6 stops grouped into 3 pairs, each member of a pair being distinguishe

by the feature voiceless-voiced. The place of articulation of the groups are bilabial

,apico-dentall velar.

The production of F voiceless .slops difficult for E speakers,

who tend to introduce features present in E but absent in F. The most

objectional of these is that of aapiration.E/P t k/ are aspirated when

they occur before a vowel and particularly in word-initial position.

Upon the release of a stop of this kind, a breath, an(hjlike sound is

heard before the beginning of the following vowel. The breath is an

automatic, mechanical accompaniment of the E voiceless stops and the

E speaker must learn to dissociate this feature from the voiceless

stop if he wishes to obtain a French-like voiceless stop.

According to the phoneticians who have studied the problem, the difference

is one of coordination; for the production of non-aspirate F

stops, the vocal cords are drawn together and ready to vibrate immediately

upon the release of the consonant for the onset of the following vowel,

whereas for aspirated E stops the glottis remains open for a short

period after the release of the consonant, and it is this air which

produces the aspirated effect.

The use of aspirated voiceless stops in F is considered a very

evident characteristic of English or American accent. It sounds

very unpleasant in French and may even expose one to ridicule.

E speakers are quite usedto articulatiWou-asp irated voiceless

stops after /s/ as in skin steel, spill, but the transposition of these

contextual variants to other positions may prove somewhat

difficult for many learners.
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The Voiced Stops: /b d g/.

The F voiced stops are pronounced with voice and with less energy

than their voicless counterparts. F voiced stops differ from E voiced

stops in two major respects: F stops are fully voiced. The voicing is

present throughout the entire duration of the stop. The vocal cords begin to

vibrate at the beginning of the implosion and continue to the end of the

sound. In E the implosion is often voiceless, the voice being introduced

only after the beginning of the consonant articulation. Such stops are

only partially voiced. In some contexts, there are many E speakers who

do not voice these stops at all when they occur finally, and pronounce a

voiceless weak stop. The use of partially voiced products generally results

only in a foreign accent, but the use of completely unvoiced stops in

contexts where F does not unvoice its voiced stops may give rise to a

confusion between pairs of consonants distinguished solely by the feature

voice - voicelessness.
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Another difficulty that is both articulatory and contextual is found in

the case of word final stops. In E, final stops are often not released,

as in words like 142, lad, sick. In F on the contrary, all final stops

a central VOWel
are released; a slight breath, not as strong or as prolonged asjal, due

to the release of the air enclosed in the mouth, is heard; this

breath is voiceless for voiceless consonants and voiced for voiced

consonants. Unreleased or imploded final , ops are not clearly per-

ceived by F speakers, and the carrying over of this E speech habit into

F may cause difficulties of comprehension: a final consonant so

pronounced within the frame of F runs the risk of not being "heard".

On the other hand, care should be taken not to pronounce a full-fledged

(0), which may tend to give a southern (meridional) flavor to the

pronunciation or simply sound incorrect.

THE CONSONANT PHONEMES

The voiceless stops: p t k

F/p/ The phonemic identity of French /p/ is shown by the following com-.

parisons: bilabial with respect to /f/: pile/file,ePile/effile,

etouffe/etoupe; oral with respect to /m/: ayma, chapeau / chapeau,

susicaml;voiceless with respect to /b/: 221/beau, capot/cabot,

trompe/trombe.

The consonant requires few particular remarks other than

those already furnished above in the discussion of general

consonant features. It may be noted here that the labial

activity involved in producing this sound is more pronounced

and energetic in F than in E.
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F/t/ The F phoGeme/t/is defined by the following comparisons; dental

with respect to /p/, /8/:taux/2.21., tat/faux, tot /sot; oral

botte/bonne,
with respect to/n/ tu/nu mite /mine, OUeless with respect to

/d/ Cat/dos, rateau/ radeau, motte/ mode.

Like all F stops, /t/ is not aspirated. Its tongue position

is dental and not alveolar like that of E /t /. The dental articulation

may be obtained in two different ways. The tip of the tongue may be

placed in contact with the upper teeth, or else a part of the blade

of the tongue behind the tip is in contact with the upper teeth with

the tip held behind the lower teeth. E alveolar ft) sounds quite

"foreign"'when transferred into F.

There are numerous American English speakers who pronounce,

in intervocalic position, a flapped t (e.g. in words like latter,

letter, better, sitting. This variant of E/t/ is to be proscribed

completely in F, where such a sound is perceived as a sort of rolled

(r) and is identified with the F/r/ rather than with F/t/. This

fault may generally be avoided by marking clearly, as one should in kxx

French, the syllable boundary (a-ta) and pronouncing intervocalic /t/

as part of the same syllable as the following vowel.

F/k/ This phoneme is defined by the following comparisons: velar

with respect to /p/ and /t/: car/par/tare; voiceless with

respect to /g/: eugte/guette, ouai/121, arguer /arguer,

bac/baRue,.
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The various general remarks given above concerning the formation

of F stops, and voiceless stops in particular, apply to /k/. For

practical purposes, the place or articulation of E/k/ and

F/k/ may be considered to be about the same. If the F front vowels

are pronounced correctly with somewhat more front tongue

position than the corresponding E sounds, and the F back vowels

are likewise pronounced correctly, it is most probable that

the tongue position for pronouncing this consonant will be

quite naturally in accord with the habits of native F speakers.
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F /b/ The phonemic identity of F ib/ is shown by the following

comparisbns: voiced with respect to /p/: (see F /p /);

oral with respect to /mJ: beau/mot, robe/rhum, gober/gommer;

, bilabial with respect to /v/: beau/veau, baame/yaRus,

debit/deviel hnbit/nvis, glebeJalaive.

Other than the remarks concerning stops in general and voiced

stops in particular, F /b/ requires no particular commentary

other than to reiterate the greater activity of the lips in

articulating F bilabial sounds.

F /d/ The phonemic identity of F /d/ is indicated by the following

comparisons: voiced with respect to /t/: (see F /t/);

dental with respect to /v/: do/veau, dedier/devier,

rade/rave; and/z/: debut/zebu, rade/rase;

oral with respect to /n/: don/non, cadeau/canot,

raide/reine.

The place of articulation of F /d/ like that of F /t/, is

dental and not alveolar as in E. The remarks concerning Lhe

place of articulation of /t/ apply also too id/, and likewise

those concerning stops in general and voiceless stops in particular.
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Also, the flapped /d/ used in intervocalic position by many

American E speakers in words like ladder, readiwo hAddock, etc.,

has no existence in F and should be scrupulously avoided/ (see

F /t/).

F /g/ The phonzialc identity of F/g/ is shown by tht following

comparisons; velar with respect to meux/122,

cagot/cIzeot, orgue/orge; oral with respect to /n /:

diftue/dic,n11 hsforrelbarnnrd; voiced with respect to /k/:

(see F /k/).
partner

This phoneme is the voiced of /k/$ and the remarks

concerning the position of articulation of this latter phoneme

apply to /g /.

The Fxicatives:

F has six fricative phonemes grouped into three pairs of

terms distinguished by the features voiceless/voiced. The

positions of articulation of the three groups are labiodental,

hissing, hushing respectively. These do not coincide with

any of the stop positions of articulation. As for the

stops, the feature of voice coincides with the beginning and

end of the fricative sound.
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F /f/ The phonemic identity of F/f/ is shown by the following

comparisons: labiodental and fricative with respect to

of faux, scryprpo, (illegible, p. 10 at bottom)

defiidepit, chiffre /Chypre; and /t/: faux/tat, biffe/bitte,

effet/Iiili) oral with respect to /m/ and /n/: faux/mot/nos,

0121/ch.ene, chauffe/chaeme, chauffer/chamer; voiceless

with respect to /v/: faux/yeau, 6fier/devier, chauffc/chnuvo.

F/f/ and E/f/ are quite close to each other

phonetically and raise no particular problems. F /fl, however,

is somewhat more energetic, made with tenser organs than for

the E sound.

F /v/ The phonemic identity of P/v/ is shown by the following

comparisons: labiodental with respect to /b/: (see F /b/)

and /d/: (see F /d /); oral with respect to /m/ and In!:

veau/mot/nos, chauve/chaume; voiced with respect to /f/:

(see F/f/).

This phoneme is the voiced counterpart of /f/. It is,

like all F consonants, fully voiced (see above); E speakers

must make an effort to voice thin sound more than they do their

E/v/. It is alto more energetic than E/v/.

F /s/ The phonemic identity of F /s/ is shown by following

comparisons: hissing (and fricative) with respect to

/t/t 12411sz bosse/k9111, gum/meter; and /eh

AgagIchaq, ,casser/Pacher,
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and /f/: comserfcafe, sot/faux, graisse/Areffe; oral

with respect to /n/: snn/non, scie/nie, laisse/laine,

pince/plancy; voiceleus with respect to /z/: selle/zele,

bainser/ bruiser, mane /case.

"trench /s/ has as its upper articulator the teeth ridge

(alveolae) as with Els/. In F, the constriction is generally

made with blade of the tongue with the tip held down behind

the lower teeth. In English, the tip is often placed somewhat

higher, but the difference between the F and E s-sounds is

never very great.

P /t/ The phonemic identity of this phoneme Is shown by the

following comparisons: hissing with respect to /I/:

too/Jo, iele/iele, rase /rape, lase /lager; and /d/:

zoo/dos, all/rade, aise/aide; and /v/: zoo/veau,

rase/au, baser/haver; oral with respect to /n/: 1

zoo/nos, caser/caner, chaise /thane; voiced with

respect to /s/: (see F /s /).

Tbis phoneme is the voiced counterpart of /s/. The 01044 place

of articulation of F Is/ is the same as that of F /s/, and the

differences that may exist between E /s/ and F /s/ with respect

to this featu:e also apply to F /a/. F /2/ is generally

pronounced with more energetic voicing than E /s/ and is

fully voiced (i.e. during the entire emission of the sound).

Partially unvoiced /5/ as occurs often in many

kinds of E speech in final position in words like E tgejL,

rolsj.1121, is often interpreted by a F hearer as his phoneme

/s/, and not /a/.
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F A/ The phonemic identity of this phoneme is shown by the

following comparisons: hushing with respect to /s/: (see

F /s/); oral with respect to /a/: roche/rogne, Ocher/peigner;

voiceless with respect to /1/: chou/Aous, cachot/saa21,
Weche

/beige, cache/cage.

The phonetic characteristics of this phoneme are described

in the phonetic section (p. 00). For practical purposes, the

acoustical difference between the F and E sounds is not very

great. The F sound is more energetic. From the point of view

of its articulation, FA/ is often made with lowered tongue

tip (like F/s/) and with tenser buccal organs. At the same time,

the lips are morn protruded for the Y sound than they usually

are for the production of the E sound. Many E speakers pro-

nounce the Ers/ with little, very lax orn° protrusion. If this

is somewh.t different from the usual French lip position for
the

this sound, it does not alter at alydentification of this

sound.

F /I/ The phonemic identity of this phoneme is shown by the

following comparisons: hushing with reppect to /2/:

(see /s/); oral with respect to /a/:

beige /baigne, gager/gagner; lotted with respect to /I/:
Ild.*MIO ameros amMINIEN1011.0

(see P /4/).

FA/ differs from /I/ by the feature of voice. English

posspset a phoneme /I/ having very similar phonetic charac-

teristics. However, the 2 sound occurs within words; it is

not usual initially or finally: pleasure., MAILISA4 as ti r1,

leisure, occasion. in F, this phoneme occurs in all positions:011111W IIMIMIlleN1111110111.
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Jour riur/, bouger7buie/, s11 /saI/. Initially and finally,

many E speakers may be tempted to replace F /i/ by their affricate

phoneme 1)1, the initial and final sounds of the word E judge

/laird/ and a phoneme which occurs frequently initially and

finally: E 15ZZ, ME) hedge, rage. This substitution, F3J for

rzj is a definite error of pronunciation. Likewise, care

must be taken to voice F /i/ fully in order to avoid confusion

between F /1/ and F /Ili a phonemic differboce having very

great frequelpcy in French.

The F phonemes /1/ and /r/ stand apart from the other con-

sonant phonemes of language. F /1/ is the only lateral pho-

neme of the language and F /r/ is the only phoneme that occurs

with a uvular place of articulation or as a vibrant. F/1/ and

E/1/, F/r/ and E/r/ are not articulated at all 'iri same wy 'and

sound very different.

Along with.the F voiceless

consonants, the pronunciation of F /r/ and F /1/ is one of the

obvious touchstones of American or English accent in French.

F /1/ The phonetic identity of this phoneme may be shown by the

following comparisons: lateral with respect to all

other phonemes of F: lot/tat, hilC/h.:41.,

lot/rot, plle/prie, alle/atr, sable/sabre, mules/

fseu rot,-

both F /1/ and E /1/ have lateral articulation (see p. 00).

However, other ph...ale features they possess are quite different,

so much so that the substitution of E /1/ in certain contexts

for F /1/ may result not only in a foreign accent, but also

even in obscuring the identity of the F phoneme.

The lateral feature left aside, the tongue position of F /1/

it parallel to that of F /t/ and F /d/, that is, it is dental.

The tip of the tongue or tad blade articulates against the

upper teeth or the gua ridge just above. In American speech

generally, E /1/ is made with a tongue position parallel to
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that of E /t/ and E /d/.-- It teals thus to be an alveolar

sound. This raisin3 of the tip of the tongue is accompanied

by a depression - 0 cuppin3 - of the surface of the tongue

behind the tip
/ it is this latter feature which

is responsible for the particular characteristics of E /1/.

This tongue position resembles roughly that of the vowel (u),

and E 11) dooa vary of ton have a resonance evoking this vowel.

In fact, many F speakers, ignorant of English, often interpret

such ar E /1/ at i4j or (u) or fol. For F /1/ the front surface

of the tongue is not cupped; it tends to remain flat, and gener-

ally the tongue is pushed further forward than for E /1/.

F /1/ may occur voiced or voiceless without losing its

identity. In cost contexts it is pronounced with voice. How-

ever, when F /1/ occurs finally following a con-

sonant, it tends to be pronounced voiceless: people /pOp1/,

agliacle /spektakW, buffle /buff /. (It may be noted,

however, that within a word group when the group voiceless

coneonaut4-1 is followed by a vowel, the /1/ remains voiced:

/10pOplamariki/.)

In English words of the type stop or fricative con-

sonant + 1 - tuble, simIle, article, spectacle, etc. -

E /1/ is a syllabic sound /teib-1/ or /teibel/, etc.

In F in this context, /1/ is released rather in the manner

of stops, and has definitely no,syllabic, consonantal

characteristics. The F ecuivalents of the English words

4111A, stm le, etc. are all monosyllabic words. However,

if the consonant group causes difficulty, it would not be

really wrong to pronounce such words in two syllables Itdblp/

but without insisting too much on the (0) release.
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In familiar or rapid speech, ward -final /1/ followed

by a word beginning with a consonant is often only slightly

audible, and may even be completely inaudible, that is,

dropped: LoAsible/posible/ fposibht, ?j or /posib/, etc.

Until considerable fluency is obtained in French, this is

something to know about rather than to practice. lot all

F speakers do this and many only pronounce a limited number

of frequent words in this way.

Some F speakers tend to replace /1j/ by /j/: thus,

soulier becomes /suje/ instead of /sulja, escalier /eskaje/

instead of /eskalje/. This should be avoided, as other F

speakers resent it. In the group /ilj/ as in mIllloi, milieu,

the reductions of /1j/ to /j/ /mijc/ is less otfensive.

When referring to the pronunciation of present -day

standard French, the term "1 mouille" is meaningless. French

has a phoneme /1/ and a phoneme /j/, but no phoneme that may

be labelled "1 mouill;41. This term is justified only by

a reference to spellings like -ill -Me (oen, bouteillu),
a palatal lateral

which were used to note A
phoneme which has since dis-

appeared completely from the standard language.

F /r/ The phonemic identity of this phoneme is shown by

the following comparisons: r/1 : (see /1/).

Although) for the sake of convenience, the same

symbol r is often employed to npte a phoneme of English

and one of French, the difference between these is

very great, so great that they have hardly any phonetic

features in common.

The tongue position In Am. E In has affinities with

that of t, d; a, s. The tongue is cupped and may even be

curled back (retroflex) with the tip raised toward the hind

part of the alveolar region or the front part of the hard

palate. OMIter speakers may raise the blade of the tongue and

hold the tip down. The constriction of this sound is inter-

mediate between that of fricatives and that of high vowels.

The air stream passing through produces little or no friction.

The sound is made with the lips 'ore or less protruded.
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None of these articulatory features are pertinent to

the production of standard F /r/. Here the place of arti-

culation is uvular, that is, has as the upper articulator

the uvula and as the lover articulator the back of the

tongue. This place of articulation may serve to produce

1) a relatively weak uvular fricative (II) or 2) a

uvular vibrant ( R ). It is not easy nor particularly im-

portant to distinguish in speech between the two since they

represent in French variants of the same phoneme, variants

which are contextually conditioned for some speakers and

for others reflect individual pronunciation. The French

phoneticians call this kind of'r:1-sound "r grasseye".

The uvular fricative differs from the uvular vibrant

by the fact that for the former, there is a simple narrowing

of the buccal air passage in the uvular region, while for

the uvular vibrant, the uvula is made to vibrate several

times against the median line of the back of the tongue.

The vibrant (R) is more energetic by nature than the fricative

(d), but it is not nearly as energetic as gargling, which

is produced in a rather similar manner. The essential feature

for F /r/ is the uvular place of articulation which is

alien to E. The place of articulation is further back than

for E /k/. Gargling may serve as a starting point for

learning the vibrant sound. Or else, starting from the

vowel sound (a) (as in father), the tongue may be retracted

until the constriction becomes such as to produce a alight

friction. Lip protrusion plays no patticular rale in the

production of (R) and (S).

Like F /1 /, F /r/ usually occurs voiced, but when in

contact with a voiceless consonant and non-final, it may be

partly unvoiced: ke121, triste, trait) accru, arc, serpent;

in final position after a voiceless consonant F /r/ may be com-

pletely voiceless: lettre, autte, Rat sucre, sacce, lives

souffre, etc. As the voiced-voiceless features play no

particular role in the Identity of F In (cflp-b), In

tends to assume more easily than the stops and fricatives the

voiced or voiceless character of a contiguous consonant.

Within a word group, before a vowel, a word-final /t/ is
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not fully unvoiced: un mitre avis renotravih it is treated

as non-final.

Like F /1/, F In is never syllabic, as E /r/ may

sometimes be: E center /sent-r/ or /sentar/ (for E speakers

who pronounce final r). In F the corresponding word centre

is pronounced /sitr/ in one syllable or else /sa-tra/ with

an audible but short release after the H. Before a

following vord beginning with a vowel the group consonant + r

is linked to this vowel without any kind of intervening

release or (oj being heard: quatre amia /katrami /, but

,quatre ferramen /katrofact/.

In familiar and rapid speech some speakers drop the final

r-sound in some very frequent words when it is preceded by

a consonant (see /1/) and followed by a word beginning with
or /lotrur

a consonant: l'autre our /lotraiur/, tuatre francs /katrafri/

A.
or /katfra/. It is certainly more elegant and imperative

in slow speech /to pronounce theiEorom with /r/.

Phonetically the difference between E In and F /r/ is

so great that actually the only true relationship that may

be established between them is a historical one; in words

of coemon origin, the two correspond to each.other: E rat -

P ma, It main F Asiel it arrive - F arriver. E In is

generally interpreted by a French-speaker ignorant of ft as

Anything (1)4(11 or (01/..but P /r/.

Certain English dialects have toles. contexts, In never

occurring in syllable final position. Thus, some I speakers

pronounce the word soft as isortj, others pronourcs it (soot) 04'

with a long vowel. In word final position this is very
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frequent: E ptoor is pronounced (purl or (puRi. In F there

is properly speakin3 no r-loss context, and these E language

habits must not be carried over into P.
Here are some pairs for training:

F paire porchq Sorbonne garde

E 2111. porch Sorbonne guard

F force VILE" ear torte air arm

E force park sure tart air t11PS

There is another kind of r-sound, a tongue-tip trilled

r, produced by the vibration of the tongue against the alveolae,

which is used by certain members of the F language community.

But it is not at all characteristic of Parisian pronunciation,

and marks the speaker's French as regional. It is losing

ground to the uvular r. However, the rolled r is used

in singing and for certain kinds of elocution. This variant

of the /r/ phoneme should not be taught except when all

attempts to obtain a uvular (RI or Qijj have proved impossible.

This kind of r" 'sound is found in some kinds of dialectal

English; it is considered characteristic of a Scotch accent

or Irish brogue. Actually, the closest phonetic equivalent

found in A.E.n to this rolled r is the flapped dental RI and

Id) often used in words like letter, and !dia.
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The nasal consonance:

French has a bilabial nasal phoneme /m/1 and a dental

nasal phoneme /n/. A phonemic analysis of some F speakers

shows that they use a third nasal phoneme /h/ as in Lank

/gahe/ which remains distinct from the group /nj/ in 22nIEL

/panje/. When confused, /h/ and /nj/ sound (h), never

(nj) .

F haf The phonemic identity of F /w/ is shown by the following

comparisons: nasal with respect to /p/ and to /b/:

(see /p/ and /b/); labial with respect to /n/: mon/non,

sommer/sonner, ameris; (labial with respect to /TO:

he, meau/eRneau).

The articulatory characteristics of F/m/ and E/m/ are

similar. There are, however, a number of differences con-

cerning their use in context. F/m/ normally occurs fully

voiced, but when in contact with a voiceless consonant, a

voiceless variant of this phoneme may appear. Some words

have two pronunciations: the suffix -isme (socialisme,

journal!, etc.) may have one of two pronunciations: (ism)

or (ism) likewise the word epasme, vista; the former

pronunciation is normal in Paris. F/m1 never occurs as a

syllabic sound as the /m/ in the E words bottom, atom, chasm

it is /away' released or arrested rather in the manner of a

atop, when preceded by a consonant, and like a fricative

when preceded by a vowel.

Like other phonetic features of f sounds, the feature of

nasality coincides quite closely with the beginning and end
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of the nasal phoneme; it does not overlap and color in an

audible manner a preceding or a following oral vowel as

often happens in English in words like !Mit; sem etc. In F,

where the difference between nasal and oral vowels may serve

to distinguish words, speakers do not spread nasality

where it does not belong.

F /n/ The phonemic identity of Fin/ is shown by the following

comparisons: nasal with respect tea /t/ and /d/:

(see /t/ and /d/); dental with respect to /m/: (see /m/);

(dental with respect t4 /h/Atr:/diy.ne, 2sluelheiRnez).

The nasal dental F/n/ has the same tongue position as

F/t/ and F/d/. Like those latter phomnesit differs

from E/n/, whose tongue position is alveolar. The contextual

variants of this phoneme are parallel to those of F/m/.

P /a/ The discussions concerning the existence or non-existence

of this phoneme revolve about whetherlin a given context,

/a/ is distinct from the group /nj/: actually, some

speakers distinguish in their speech for example, between

00knot and ocinics: others do not and pronounce

both (peke). In any case, the sound is of frequent

occurrence.

The phonemic identity of this phoneme (with the restric-

tions mentioned) is shown by the following comparisons:

palatal with respect to hi/ and /n/: (see /10, and /0);

nasal with respect f4 /j/:

The place of articulation of this phoneme does not

correspond to that of any atop of 1 it 8pp:imx mate. that of
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FIJI, that is, a palatal sound made with the front of the

tongue and the Lard palate as articulators. Examples of

words which ray be considered to contain the sound (iii) in F:

digne, compagnie, pagne, daigner, (vous) feignez, chignon,

Dizzan, zAzmax, hume, entriczaama4 guitaa, LEaugagx, AgnaA/

This sound is alien to English. The group (11j) found

in E words like oniaa, ram= is actually a cluster in

which the (n) does not have the palatal characteristics of F/h/.

On the other band, E/0/ as in E king, sing, is a velar
1111.1.11

nasal whose place of articulation is further back (back of

tongue and soft palate) than for /h/. A final [0) sound is

sometimes used by F speakers who know some English, in

words like camping, parking, etc.; other F speakers pronounce

either (ing) or WA).

The spelling fol is usually employed to note the phoneme

/hi; a few frequent wordsiwhich have this spelling but have

the pronunciation /gn/lare: stagner,, luisums, Agnus Dei,

incognito, aegnostic, etc.

MUTE

The inherent phonetic characteristics of the so- called

mute e (also labelled variously e muet, e caduc, e feminin,

schwa) will be discussed in the chapter

dealing with the vowel phonemes. However, its behavior within

the spoken chain sets it apart from the other vowel phonemes

of the language, if indeed it is to be classed among the

phonemes. At the sanz time it is a very characteristic feature

of the French language. Strange as it may sound, its case should be

dealt with in the chapter devoted to consonants
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Mute e is characterized by the fact that usually its

presence and its absence are eithce contextually conditioned

or optional. When its appearance is contextually conditioned,

it is the number and type of the surrounding phonemes which

are the pertinent factor. In other cases where it is optional

the speaker has a choice which may depend upon the individual,

dialectal, or stylistic factors. The appearance or the

supression of a mute e does not in any way alter the identity

of a word; in this respect it is quite different from the

vowel phonemes. However, there are words in which it never

occurs ..ind in which it cannot be inserted: the word atteler

is normally /atle/ in Paris, but /citale/ is heard in certain

circumstances; atlas on the contrary is only pronounced /atlas/.

As in this example, Ithe French orthography

generaflyinaicates where a mute e may or may not occur.

The phonemic status of mute e is not

easy to establish. Mute e has been described as a

lubricating element, which

serves to break up groups of consonants, generally three or

more.

This is shown by such pronunciations as [ursoblaj for

co,ursblanc [arkabutB1 for arcboutantjkarlamarksj for Karl

Marx where f9) is inserted within consonant groups where it

has no traditAonal or orthographical justifications. Even

educated people may be heard to use these. This lubricating

function would probably be the sole function of mute e it French

pc'ple did not go to schools where they learn to spell

differently words like upLand coque, which they pronounce
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alike. Besides, they are taught poetical diction where

every mute a ib sounded except before the initial vowel of

a following word. As a result, spelling is exerting an

influence in this respect so that people are'tempted to

consider as incorrect those pronunciations of mute e

that are not supported by the spelling. Furthermore,

some mute e's used as lubrifcating elements in some

contexts arvtransferred to other contexts where they are not

needed: it is normal that the first e of belette be sounded

after the indefinite article une /yn/ since otherwise a [nbl]

cluster would resule; but the pronunciation[baled, normal

in kynbaleti, is transferred to la belette [labaletj where

it is not phonetically justified. This explains why it is

possible to find pairs of words like la belette/la blette

(a kind of beet) where the distinction between the two words

may be and actually is fr(Nuently secured by the pronunciation

llabalet) for the former as opposed to Oablet] for the latter.

In other cases, its appearance is definitely of an inter--

mittent nature, but here again it may assure the difference'

between words which would othorwise be pronounced exactly the

same: (19.22) monterez/mZters/ or AnZtre/ - montrez/inOtre/

(sole form possible).

The major attempt to codify the situation concerning the

mute a is referred to in books on phonetics as "la loi des

trois consonnes" or "la loi de Grammont" after the French

phonetician who attempted the classification. As this
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eo- called law is rather complicated,tne discussion hem shall

be limited to a few empirical rules applicable to standard

French.

The fundamental rule is that the mute e is represented

by zero (i,s. is dropped) in Parisian French except when it

is preceded by . two consonants (or more) where it is

preserved. Examples of mute e dropped after a single consonant

are numerous; achetcr appeler [aple), cimetIere

[simtjer], moucheron (c erg), danRcreux (daIr0), poterie,

fpotril, zap de chapeau /padlapo/, Ig_se fait /sasfe/,

121:iRnere, rzliiior/, tout le monde /tulmOd/, grande splendeur

/griidspliid001 etc.

Examples of bp] kept after two or more consonants:

appartement, Aouvernement cakement, parlement, exactement,

justement, wercredi. elle me connait [elmakone], au bord de

l'eau [obordolo), crever [kreve], Erenons [prang).

When the first syllable of the utterance has a mute e,

it is safe to pronounce it: J2 me depSche riamdepild, but

si le me depdche (siimodepel); stillrimadepee) and [siIam

(epel) are perfectly acceptable. Euphony certainly plays

a role here: Je to dis is preferabld ritsdi) sl as to

avoid the clumsy [td] cluster. A proper name like Genevieve,

which is often used utterance initially, is practically always

ficonviev). Generally speaking, pronouncing mute e Is
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recommended in the first syllable of words like belette,

gth, repos, even if preceded by a vowel, as in la belette,

c`est eat en_relaltj although pronunciations without

mute 0 are often heard.

Within utterances, when two successive mute e's Pre

surrounded by single consonants, the former is normally

dropped and the latter preserved: to M4 le_dis [tymladi), on

le domande DIderad). Of three successive mute e's in

the same type of context, only the second one is preserved:

on mo le domande (6mladm:id). Note however that other pro-

nunciations such as alodmild), romaldam:sd), romolndmZdI

are often heard and are equally acceptable. The spelling is

ambiguous in a number of words, like papeterie, senecon where

the first e should be sounded as if it were written e.

Word final mute e is normally dropped: plume, dlaime, roses

,4
litre, reste, ale, arbre, meurtre, textettekstietc. When

d

.mute e occurs wordfinally after two consonants but the

word occurs within a word group, [el may often either be

kept or dropped; it is more often kept if followed by a

.....71 ....%1

consonant group: line armo blanche tynarmblast orparmablasi.
..4

When the word'final consonant group is consonant + 1/Or +/r/

and the following word begins with a consonant, the mute e

is generally kept: table ronde/tablorOd/. This same

principle also applies usually between the end of a radical

and a following suffix: accordera/akordara/ or /akordra /.

f,
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When a mute e occurs in the syllable preceding the

noun suffix -ier /je/, it is always pronounced: atelier,

shapelier, bachelier, hotelier, Richelieu. Likewise before

the conditional endings of the verb: (nous) -rions, (vous)

-riez: donnerions /donarjb/; parleriez /parlarjei.

tefore words that are said to bnin with "h aspire'' (cf. 30.31) a final

mute e of the4ord immediately pre eding is pronounced:cette hache

/seteays/.

It should be kept in mind that in a large majority of cases

dropping or preserving the mute e does not effect the identity

of the word. Southern French speakers sound all the mute e's

of the spelling, and beginners could well be allowed to do

the same except in word and utterance final positions. But

as they advance, students should be urged to practice

some slurring in accordance with the above indications.

Liaison

There are many French words which have two phonetic

forms; a longer form and a shorter form. The longer form is

characterized by the presence of a final consonant(46

/z/, bit, most usually) which is absent in the shorter form.

An apprOximate indication of this final consonant is furnished in the

usual spelling of the word. Thus, the word les has two forms

/le/ and nez/, the first occurring before a following word

beginning with a consonant, and the second before a word
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beginnink, with a vowel. (except a number of words which are said

to begin with "h arpireqsee below)). For the shorter pre-

consonantal form, the word limit coincides with the syllable

limit: les garcona /le-garsO/. For the longer form, the

final consonant of the first word belongs phonetically to the

first syllable of the second word: les enfants /1e-zafa/. The

two words arc thus linked together and constitute phonetically

speaking a single word.

Liaison, or linking, as this ihenomenon is called,

takes place at a word boundary under certain specific

'grammatical (syntactical) and phonetic conditions. In

certain cases, the use of the liaison form is

obligatory, in other cases it is optional. The liaison

form is obligatory in the following cases:

1) Within groups beginning with the noun phrase introducer

and ending with the substantive (determiner - numeral -

adjective - substantive): mon amour Asiinamur/1 ces enfants

deux enfants /dOzafai, gashaluaLele /kelkozafa6

mos autres anciens amis, un grand*. 1arbre /gratarbr/ de

rands arbres /grazarbr/.

2) Within a group comprising the personal pronouns

and en, x preposed to a verb and that verb: nous avons,

vou avez, it s ont, ils aiment, j'an sch'eterail nous en avons,

all, ez-vous-en, vowsdx arrivez.

ti
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3) Between a verb form and a personal pronoun, en or x,

when these lona,: the verb form: vend-il, souvenez.11
vows -en.

Between certain adverbs and the word they modify:

tees amoureux 1152 airnble 21.912 habile, tout heureux,

"even
bienuraventureuxjma etc., but children and educated speakers maynaT A

be heard to skip some of these.

5) Within some prepositional phrasee: cheisNisj. enfttanditt

sous un 111, dans une sermim; note however that linking is

optional in, e.g./chez Alfred.

Linking does not occur:

1) Between a substantive and a following modifying

adjective: un enfant /heureux, un vat/amor, un roman/interessant.

Linking is optional when the substantive and the adjective are

plural: lescigarettes nmericaines lia-) or [-ta-I,

2) Between a word belonging to the subject of a

sentence and the following verb (except for the case of the

pronouns already described): lienfant/aime les places,

Mon file Jean /eat malade..

3) Between parts of a proper name: 11114/Amrouche,

Jean/Ete.

4) Et and ou do not enter into linking with a preceding

word: you:I/et.sok; vous/ou moi and et does not link with a

following word beginning with a vowel; urilivre et un verre.
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5) With a word beginning with "h aspire": les/heros,

ces/hautes fonctions.

6) Between words not standing in close grammatical relation.

'A construction with obligatory lilson in contexts where

liaison does not ordinarily occur is usually a sign of a

compound'word: cf. (1121212) un pieda terre - un,oied

a terre /pietater/.
.

The optional liaisons are also numerous: e.g. nous avonskam )/-/

AC :r1,/
or nous avons eu: Their use depends a great deal upon style.

The more formal the stylelthe more liaisons tend to be made.

ELISION

Elision is a phenomenon complementary to liaison.

It is, like liaison, a kind of fusion or incorporation which

takes place before a wori beginning with a vowel. But

here the first word, which ends in a vowel, has a shorter

prevocalic form characterized by the dropping of this final

vowel. The consonant thus made word final is pronounced as

one syllable with the initial vowel of the following word:

le garcon /11)-garsO/ - lshomme /lom/. Only a small number

of words have obligatory elided forms; the most common of

these are lgj ja with 1' /1/ as their prevocalic forms;

si which becomes 82. /s/ before ils: s'!11 vient.
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H ASPIA

The phenomenon generally know as "h aspir" is also peculiar

to French. It may be taken to reprsent the opposite of elision

and liaison; it should not be identified with any speeifit

sound and very difinitely not with E/h/ .0T a

glottal stop. We have just seen that elision and liaisons are

conditioned by vocalic initials. However, some words beginning with

a vowel - even when all syntactic grammatical conuitions are

satisfied - do nor permit the use of a liaison or an elision

form(lbut require generally the same forms of variable words es are

used before a consonant initial. It is in reference to words

having a vowel initial but not allowing liaison or elisions that

the term"h aspi6" is applied. Host of these are tnelled with an

initial h, but many words beginning with p, do not belong here.

The F words titre and hgtre are pronounced in isolation exactly

alike. However, when they occur in context, the forms of the

accompanying variable words distinguish them: l'Ctre/letr/ and

le hare /leetr /, un bel atre - in beau hatre, j'ai fie/ -

12_hais /lee/. It takes many years for French children to

handle "h aspitO" correctly: replacing /lezariko/ for lee haricots

by standard /leariko/ requires recurrent interventions on the part

of cultured adults.

As a prohibition of liaison, "h aspire" amounts to handling

words with vocalic initial es if they began with a consonant.

Some of these words do derive from words which down to the

sixteenth contury actually began with the sound NJ, but others uever

have had an initial (h) at any time
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of their recordable history nor are necessarily written

with h. Thus, cardinal numbers when used as ordinals are
initial

treated as if they had anfrh acpie": jasub "number one",

le Iwito le onze (but l'un "the one", dix-huit /diz-yit/); note

le gros (but l'herane). The "h aspire" serves to mark in

a clear cut way the beginnins of a word with a vowel

initial; this may be important for its identification in

a context; recently borrowed or unusual words, especially short

ones, are treated in this way: le yacht /loisk/ or /10iot6.

Ig Yankee /10ialti/,(but l'iode /liod/). With some words

there are two possibilitieo: l'ouate /hate/ or la uuate

AMai/

Some more usual words, other than those already cited,

beginning with "h aspire", are the following: hair,

lapt halle,, haltel hameau, tooas, hanche, harena, hanneton,

Imam, hiaL tweeter, bllio ham, ,hartionl hssard,

jiaueserl jeutterj hlbou, hisser, Holland°, homard,

Peueti, honte, kap houil't, hiswlso houblon, hublot,

Win, to yaourt), yolet

The sound (h) does exist in Prenehibut its use is

expressive: potable' (boribli.
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Consonant clusters.

Clusters of consonants are frequentin French. A

cluster may occur within the frame of a single syllable; 1) before

the vowel: place /p1/, crise /kr/, France /fr/1 vrai /vr /,

strie /eta, splendour /split psycholoRie /ps/Xlioeue /tI/1

tsiRane /ts/; 2) after the vowel: Rerde /rd/) parle /r1/,

exact /kt /, table /bli, Agessre /ktr /, texte /kst/.

As the examples illustrate, such cluster are composed

generally of two, sometimes three consonants. Other clusters

may be formed by consonants belonging to two different

syllables. Mere the groups are of greater variety:

disReOce /sgr /, pbstenir /bst/1 etc. Any consonant or

consonants closing a syllable may find themselves in con-

tact with any consonant or consonants beginning a syllable,

subject to the restriction indicated in the discussion of mute e.

To these consonant cluster, which are of a permanent nature,

may be added consonant hatersan intermittent nature, formed

by the dropping of a mute el Acheter /este/, mn serlq /i'side/p

Xenir /tnir/, mener, /mne/, etc. In such cases nny combination

can occur.

Host French consonant clusters have a counterpart in

English, and even those that do not, present as a rule few

difficulties of pronunciation. Note however, in words of

Creek origin, such initial cluster as /ps/ in psycholmil,

/pn/ in Ettesstkue; in everyday spoken french 2142,
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short for mettalatiutiis often handled as if it were written

apeu with a mute e: repno/ un pneu, but (ketp2n0) quatSre) pneu.

French, like Englinh, presents clusters of two identical

consonants across uord and morpheme boundaries: une niece ryhtiits3

with Inn] as in ono needs or cleanness, fa-dedans

/ leddi/ as in red dner, nettete//nette/ as in night -time. These

clusters are called geminates. French geffiinates appearing

at word and morpheme boundaries are just as unavoidable as

similar geminates in English: simplifying the geminate

. in li-dedans would make it /lad5/1 i.e. la dent. Most/

but not all of these involve some mute ej without mute e:

pour rien /purrie/, tous servis Ausservi/1 quel livre

/kellivr/. he futures,

yowl mum lata rourret /kurrc /, /murre/, whose geminate

distinguishes them from the present, voua courcz, vows mouret

/kure/b /mure/ do not present any mute e. But Parisian

speakers handle the pair yous courrea vous couret in

the same way as vous fourrerez - you' fourret /furre/ -

/fueel. The distinction between nous travaillons /travaj3/

and ,moue tr;&0111/.ont /tray/00/and generally speaking, between /-10/,

Me/and / -j ilif /-je/ is neglected by many speakers Mosey /travaja/ /-je,

and /- e/ in both cases.
Hot all gemination hae an obligatory character. It

occurs in speech very frequently AS a stylistic or individual

variant of the simple consonant. There are many speakers
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who often pronounce geminate consonants where the spelling

shows a double 'utter: e.g. words like sommet, addition,

grammaire, alor1101, etc. All such wads may be pro-

nounced with a simple consonant. In expressive pronunciations

of the first consonant of some adjectives as isouv,:jr,aable

impossible, the result is not exactly a geminate but

an energetically articulated and lengthened consonant.

Assimilation.

When sounds occur contiguous to each other in the spoken

chain, the phonetic characteristics of one of the sounds

may exert an influence upon the characteristics of the

other sound, or sounds of the group. In this case

phoneticians speak of assimilation. Assimilation is a

mechanical automatic process, but it does not work the

SAM way in all languages. This is true for the assimilation

of the voiced and voiceless features of-French. In French

the most usual kind of consonant ns assimilation normally

affects voice as opposed to voicelessness. When two

consonants, one normally voiced, the other normally voice-

less, are in contact in the spoken chain, both consonants

tend to be pronounced either voiced or voiceless. Normally,

it is the second consonant which imposes voice or voicelessness

upon the entire group.
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This assimilation of voice 4nd voicelessness does not

necessarily mean that a /b/ pronounced without voice

becomes identical with A /p/, a /d/ with a /t/, or that

a voiced /p/ becomes identical with /WI etc. The voice

and voicelessness are eked out by articulatory weakness and

strength respectively: voiced sounds are normally weak and

voiceless sounds normally strcng. When assimilation,

as described above, takes place, weakness and strength
thus

may not be affected and/(still serve tof keep apart

pairs of phonemes like /p/ and /b /, /f/ and /v/, normally

distinguished by absence or presence of voice. In Paris

at least, achetor is distinct from e Ilter. When the speech

tempo increases, it may become difficult to perceive the

distinction between weak and strong. What is important

however, is to know which consonant imposes its phonetic

characteristic upon the other: e Jae!: pronounced exactly

like acheter, with the consonant group unvoiced: is

'acceptable in French; pronounced with the two consonants

voiced, it is not.

When the second consonant of the group is a nasal

consonant, or /1/ or In (phonemes which do not have voice

or voicelessness as distinctive features), it is usually the

first consonant of the group which imposes its voice or

voiceless feature on the cluster: ieuple /po)/ with

a voiceless (I), trattre/trett/ with a voiceless fri.
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These rules of assimilation apply also to clusters of

consonants resulting from the dropping of a mute e:

naive - naivete /naiyto/.
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The French Vowel System:

Preliminary Remarks:

Before undertaking the study proper of the Fr2ricb vowels and

their comparison with those cf English, th,..re are several preliminary

questions that must be first dealt with. The first of these concerns

the vowels of English which will serve as the elements of comparison

with the French vowels; and the second question concerns the varieties

of French vowel systems.

The English Vowel System.

There Wet many varieties of English, and these do not

all have the same vowel system. The one presented here has

been considered useful as a frame of reference.

If the substitution principle outlined in the section above dealing

with phonemes is applied to the analysis of English words, it is

possible to establish the inventory of the English vowel nuclei

phonemically distinct from one another. The term nucleus rather

than xml..2horleete is used preferably when referring to English,

because the linguistic interpretation of the sound segments isolated

raises many probl%s and is a matter of considerable controversy among

linguists.

The English vowel nuclei are listed below, accompanied by a small

sampling of key-words.



Front-spread

high ii bead, Fee

i bit

StAXA
mid e max

4t;k wane Marx, Skit

m bat, parry

low ai bitg Aigh

Central

hill,

a sin
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nack..-ffnunded

uu bggt, sh4 gg....

U
Ki

pw
ou DMA, SO

PPRO11, 110.1s,

of ootAS,

au bout, hov

all tort, boul pa

This listing requires a certain number of comments.

In the above table, two kinds of nuclei are distinguished: the

ones noted by a single symbol are short nuclei and those noted by

two symbols are on nuclei. These are distributed into three classes;

_front -spread, central, and back-rounded. The long nuclei may be

phonetically either diphthongs or long pure vowels: the earation of

these are of the same order. In reality, there is no sharp dividing

line between the two types. The diphthongal nature of the vowel of

the word seat is less apparent than that of the same vowel nucleus

when i occurs in final position as in the word sea. The low mid

vowel nuclei ex and OA and the log vowel nucleus a, (which represents

the vowel sound of words like card as distinct from sal, tart as

distinct from tot, in the speech of those who pronounce no fr) in

card, tart, etc.) are often pronounced as long pure vowelsibut they

also may be hear4 as diphthongs characterised by a centering glide,

as in words likes pair, pay, j, respectively.

High diphthongs with centering glide tek as in
are to be found

gics, and 0), as in katAoin the speech of those who use no final (r) in

these words.
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Duration is not the only distinguishing element found among these

nuclei. There exist also differences of degree of opening which some

linguists coreider to be nimore fundamenral criterion of classifira.t.ien

than Ova distinction between long and short nuclei. The abuve chart

also shows the rotative degree of opening of the nuclei. VitlitA.fcent
this Angle, Enlish distinguishes up to six degrees of 'opening (in

the front- spread series), five in the buck-rotkoded series.

In certain cases, a short nucleus may he patted with a long

nucleus, thus, i and LA, u and int, The differences between the terms

of these pairs are complex: besides a difference of degree of opening -

the long nucleus tends to be hign. - there is also a difference of

tongue position - the short nuclei tend to have a position of articu-

lation that is more central than thAt of the long nuclei, which if

they start from the position of the short nucleus, tend towards less
often conolideredIO be

central position. Their difference FDA between lax and a tense

vowel. (see phonetic section: tense /tax).

With respect to their use in making up words, the nuclei listed

occur in both checked and in free syllables, vitich are not completely

unstressed, with one major exception however: short nuclei do not

generally occur In final free syllables having some kind of stress; thus,

sit and seat but only sea; mote and met but only Ea.

In completely unstressed syllables, the number of possible nuclei

is severely limited. For some speakers, it is limited to a single

vowel a laxly articulated vowel of the mid central type 0, as the

final sound of the words yja1A, ids, china.

The Varieties of French vowel systems.

The second preliminary question concerns the source of the

French Aronunciation intended to setve as the basis for teaching

foreign students. In school, native French speakers are taught the

graitmeir of written literary French, with emphasis on, th4 case* where

this kind of french deviates from the normal spoken usage. Pro-

A:unciation, as such, is rarely a matter of discussion, and is generally

limited to the relationships between sound and spellim. The resson

for this neglect of pron2unciation is that in France, it is elegance
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particularly in writing
of style and grarapatical correetnenythatare generally taken as. the

primary criterion for identifying a cultured pc:rson. Tbe acquisition

of these qualities requires a rather long apprenticeship and considert5le

application. Yet, there do exist varieties of pron
e
miciation, and

a choice must be made among them, for they are not all of equal

status. This choice does not immediately concern th e student, but it

is of interest to the teacher who must be able to separate out what

is admissible and what is not, and generally to evaluate the

.pron
#-N

=elation he obtains from his student or from a native informant.

If the question of which pronitnciation is evoked under the

general heading of Fretch vovets, it is because the variations that

exist affect mainly the vowel phonemes, hardly

Om consonant phonemes.

PARISIAN FRENCH
For centuries, Paris, the capital of France, has been the cultural

and intellectual center of the French-speaking world. Historically,

it is the epeech of the Parisian region, the Ile-de-France, which has

formed the baois of the national French language - standard French.

This speech, spreading from its birthplace, became, with }the increasing

centralization of the camtry, the official, and, today, practically

bhe universal medium of intercommunication in France, 4ometimes

co-existing with, but very often supplanting progressively local forms

of speechpatois and dialects, of various types either derived

item Latin, like standard French, or widely different from it,

like Basque, Breton, 1tectian and Flemish. A hard-to-kill

belief, extremely widespread outside of France, which maintains

that the best French is spoken in Toucaine, is quite unjustified.

It is generally affirmed by specialists on French pronunciation,

that the kind of speech having greatest prestige is that of cultivated

native Parisians, and within the French cultural setting, it is this
to toreimners and

speech that is proposedAto Frenchmen desirous of ridding themselves

of provincial speech habits. In reality, this choice

refers to more than just pronounciation, and is, at the present day,

rather restrictive. Firstly, if Frenchmen are quite strict about ratters

of grammar and style, they are relatively lenient with respect to the

pron0Anciation differences of other Frenchmen. Secondly, modern teens

&& . 00111..... sir I& 015 ib V, 104MI. 41 .. 0111.. a oft Imo ess. on. . r w.. -
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of communication, radio, television, movies, travel, education and

greater mobility of population have greatly accelerated the process

of convergence begun centuries ago. Parisian-type models tend to

impose themselves more and more. Sometimes this conformity of pro-

n:onciation is partial, in other cases it Is very considorable. Thus,

the speech of large areas of Northern France, especially that of

educated persons from urban centers, is today not very noticeably

different from that of Parisian French, and the sue is true

for many speakers from other regions. A sharp delimitation

is difficult to establish: Parisian speech itself is not ab-

solutely homogenous, even among speakers belonging to the more

cultivated social groups or clastee. For these reasons, it

seems bast to set up for French pronunciation a more com-

prehensive norm than the one usually accepted, but which can

only be defined negatively; an acceptable pronunciation is

ono having no clearly marked regional, or social class charac-

teristics. Many young provincials who come to study or to

work in the vast melting-pot that is the Paris area gener-

ally retain only such peculiarities as pass unnoticed and

learn to rid their speech, often to a very great extent, of

those features that reveal their origins.

For padagogAcal purposes several degrees of acceptability

may be recognised:

1) minimum: a mastery of pronunciation sufficient for easily

intelligible communication even though a foreign accent is evident;

2) A prooCtinciation that French

hearers consider to be that of a French speaker (Polgian, Swiss,

Midi, etc.) but not conforming to the norm specified above;

3) speech not appareatly different from the norm.

The French Vowel System:

If the method for isolating phonemes is applied to the speech of
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a fair-sizedsamplingof French-speakers, it will be found that the

results are not homogenous. Some speakers make more phonemic

distinctions than others. These differences concern mainly the vowel

phonemes - their number and their.occurrence:

certain distinctions are valid for all speakers of French while other

differences do not have a gennral and imperative character. A

knowledge of these possibilities allows for a clearer understanding

of the way French vowels are. us0 within the frame of the lan'pnge,

and, at the sane time, it reveals to the tenehnr the tolerances that

exist within the language with respect to the use of the vowels.

It permits him to distinguish between Close phonemic distirttions

that must be made at any !nice and in all cascs,and those

whose difference does not have this absolute, necessary character,

dispensed withdand which, for this reason, may be especially

when the objective is the first degree of acceptability: easily

intelligible communication. The french hearer makes allowance quite

naturally for variations in the use of phonemes of this latter type.

It is impossible in this work to indicate all the vowel

systems observable in the French speaking community.

Only tbrco of these will he presented but they should

suffice to provide adequate insight into the manner in

which the French handle their vowels.

these ate:

1) A minimum system

2) A simple system with Parisian-type characteristics

3) The Parisian-type aysteu generally proposed by ortheepiste.

1) The minimum vcvia system presents the phonemic dis-

tinctions that must be preserved at all costs and in all phonic

contexts] they are those observed by all native French speakers.

Tilt MINN SYSTEM
The minimum system may be schematised as follows:

046 *441.64. 1 . i Mod" e . mit a% l .

10,



oral

37

nasal

front-spread front-rounded back-rounded

high i X u

mid e g o e i

low a 3

The phonemes underlined have no close equivalent among the

English phonemes.

This minimum system is not simply an abstraction. Many

speakers in the south of France (the Midi) and in the outlying

districts of the French-speaking world (non-metropolitan France

and the former colonies) have this system.
THE SIMPLE PARISIAN-TYPE SYSTEM

2). System no. 2 is characterized by the presence of two

mid front spread oral vowels and two mid back-rounded vowels

in place of the single vowel phoneme of each of these types

found in the basic system. In our opinion, this system

should be recommended for teaching, as it combines relative

simplicity with the features that are preserved by Parisian

speakers of the younger generations:

oral nasal

a

THE TRADITIONAL PARISIAN-TYPE SYSTEM

3) System no. 3 has a still greater number of phonemes. For

many decades now it has been recommended by specialists of

French pronunciation. It represents distinctions that are fairly general

among Parisian speakers ofA01older generation.
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oral

y

a 0: f - dr

37a

nasal

a

The last two systems (numbers 2 and 3) diverge from the basic

system (no. 1) by the fact that certain of the basic vowels are

split into two, and, in one cam, three distinct phonemes. Each

of these phoneme groups may be said to form a subset. Each

subset appears hero in a box. Whereas the basic phonemes

remain distinct from one another in every position of occurrence

and in the speech of all French speakers, the phonemes appearing

in the same box either do not remain distinct froM each other.

in all contexts (e.g. in word-final position, only/9/occurs,

never /0 or else, people do not agree in using one or the other

in a given word, as in Ls for which both rii] and [a] are

heard. Physically, F/i/ does not differ from F/e/ more than

Fici differs from Fly, yet the first distinction is permanent and

sharp, whereas the second is not general, having only limited

extension among people who use it. To indicate clearly the

car;bership within a subset, the basic vowel symbol has been

retained throughout and diacritic marks have been added in order

to distinguish between the different units of the subset, when

necessary. Thus, /0, /k7 and /q/ are all related to the basic

vowel /e/; /0 and /q/ to the basic vowel /o/; likewise, the

subsets related to the basic vowels /a/ and /f/.
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This manner of presentation corresponds to the way French

speakers handle the vowel phonemes of their language, which is

different from the way English speakers handle the vowels of

theirs.

It is sometimes asserted that the difference between

phonemes belonging to a given subset exist, for speakers who

make them) only in slaw speech. This statement is inaccurate.

Speakers who make these naturally, make them in both slow

and rapid speech. What may happen is that a speaker who as

a rule does not make a certain distinction, may make the

distinction when, in some exceptional case this may help to

dispel misunderstanding.. Or else, it is the hearer, who

may not make a given distinction in his own speech, who does

not perceive the difference in the speech of others.

It should be clear that systems 2 and 3 are overall systems

that must be distinguished from partial systems, found in a

given phonic context) for instance, in word-final position,

or in final checked syllables) etc. In single context are

to be found all the phonemic distinctions listed in systems 2

and 3. (These questions will bo dealt with below.)

'MOW .0 TOM
4.4k
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By comparing these various systems, it is possible to establish

the general features of the French vowel system and to compare them

eventually with the vowels of English.

FRENCH VOWELS COMPARED WITH ENGLISH VOWELS

Resonance: Nasal/Oral:

1) French has two distinct kinds of vowels according to the

position of the velum: oral vowels with raised velum and nasalized

vowels with lowered velum. The nasalized vowels of French ore less

numerous than the oral vowels. Their degree of opening and

their position of articulation correspond roughly to those

of the mid and low oral basic vowels.engliDh
aces not have nasal

vowels as phonemes distinct from oral vowels. Nasalized vowels

often occur In Enovlish when a vowel is followed or preceded by a nasal
as in man, don t;

consonan5irherITTcontextual variants of oral vowels. In French,

nasalized vowels are, on the contrary) phonemically distinct from

oral vowels. They occur in the same contexts and may, by their sole

difference, distinguish words;
1%

banc/bas^//bit/b4 bon/beau /bB/bo/1

Position of articulation: tongue and lip position:

2) French has three series of vowels: front-spread, back-rounded

and front-rounded: two series characterized by lip-rounding and two by

front tongue position. English, too, is considered to have three

series differentiated by their position of articulation. If a front-

spread and a back-rounded series are recognized, English has no

counterpart for the French front-rounded series. It only has central

vowels with neutral lip position. The French low vowels remain

outside these series; there may hb only one, and not more than two:

one front, one back. They are not characterized by differences of

lip position.

3) Degree of opening: As seen in the discussion above, Frunch

has a minimum of three degrees of opening in all contexts, but many
ne

speakers may distinguish in
at lea

/N
st o

phonic context four degrees of

oprning: e.g.roule 14A y (1/1.41.11 / 1 /)
English, the number of degrees of opening that are linguistic- .

ally relevant is not easy to determine: three to six according to the

analyst's point of view. English vasl nuclei showing differences with

MP O.. OD PIP
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respect to thin criterion Are not strictly comparable. Differences

of degree of opening are often accompanied by other features such as

differences) of length (long/short), diphthongization (diphthong /simple

vowel), tension (tense /lax). In French, differences of degree of

opening have e more independent and sharply defined character. The

vowels of French form a quite homogenous Net of pure tense vowels

Whose members may he distinguished by the sole feature of degree of

opening: compavel for example: French il-e-a/ Englishikl-i-e -e-ej-rel

//
r / ... ^

I .

4) Length. When dealing with the question of vowel length, it

is necessary to distinguish between phonemic length - length differences

which serve to keep phonemes apart - and length differences which arc

predictable, dependent upon the phonic context in which the vowel

occurs. The occurrence of length as a distinctive feature in :reach

is an isolated phenomenon.k In the three systems
there is

presentedlAohly one length distinction with phonemic status; 1:

!/

/ { /in system 3. Other length differences in vowels are

contextually conditioned. In English, length differences are

likewise of two kinds: phonemic and contextually conditioned.

However, differences of phonemic length have, alt would seem, much

greater extension in English. The number of long nuclei listed in

the English vowel system given above is larger than the number of

short nuclei. But it may be recalled that length is one of a

complex set of concomitant vowel-differentiating features in English

involving also degree of opening, tenseness of the articulating organs

and position of articulation. Also, diphthongization and length are

closely allied features in English. unlike what is found in French.
Note that in the reading of poetry length isoften used to compensate the

dropping of a 'mute ei.
,

'_
The following indications account for the principri differ-

ences of vowel duration in French:

1) In word-final position phonemic length differences do not
.

occur. Distinctions between pairs of words like: bout/boue

you/yenuel by differences of length are not characteristic of

Parisian and are best disregarded. For practical purposes (and in

teaching French pronunciation particularly), all vowels in this

position may be considered to be phonetically short. It is

important to insist upon this short quality, because, in English,



long nuclei, often diphthongal, are generally the kind that occur in this position.

Compare: English bow/French beau, English Ea/French 2.42, English pea/French 211,

English shoe/French chow. The French vowels are cut off and not allowed to "die

out" like the English ones.

2) In final checked syllables (of systems 2 and 3) length differences are

variable. Here vowels occur generally relatively short, with the following

exceptions:

a) phonemic length-when a phonemically long vowel occurs as in the speech of

those who distinguish between /I/ and /i/: mettre/, maitre.

b) length conditioned by the phonic context and therefore predictable. (A. long

vowel is one having appreciably the same length as a phonemically long vowel

occuring in a final checked syllable.)
This is the case when a'vowel is followed by a voiced fricative

( 11.4,/z/ji/dr/) or the group /vr/ which are said to lengthen the

preceding vowel of the same word-final syllable. Examples: vive,

lave, rulls:5 wise, loge, page, bouge, par, port, pour, ouvre. The

distinction between 4/ and/i/ does not occur in

since all vowels are.long
this context.A

For speakers who have only one front-spread low-mid

vowel phoneme, WI its length or shortness is determined by this

principle of consonant environment. In English, too, a voiced

fricative has a lengthening effect upon a preceding vowel so

that there is no need for English speakers to depart from their

habits in this respect. However, it may be noted that a French

vowel followed by the group r + consonant: Forte, corde, charte, etc.

is short, unlike the vowel of English port, cord, chart.

The terms long and short, as used here, are relative notions.

In checked final syllables, vowels are generally longer when followed

by a voiced consonant than when followed by a voiceless one: /a/ is

longer in rade than in rate, in bague than inaas, vide than in vice;

and they are still longer before a "consonne allongeante" than

before other voiced consonants. This too corresponds roughly to

English tendencies, but often English vowel nuclei tend to be

longer than French vowels in similar contests. A noticeable

characteristic of
English'"accent" in French is in fact an undue

drawing out of vowels even when these are otherwise produced acceptably.

c) certain vowels always sound long in final checked syllables:

such are nasal vowels, (as in hanche, ,teinte, tonte), and /0, /0/

and 4/
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as in ate, jeOne, and pate. In the case of /9/, /0/, and gi/ this may,

at least in some contexts, be an additional feature that keeps them

distinct from /9/, /0/ and /a/ respectively.

In non. final syllables vowels tend to be shorter in a given en-

vironment, than in final syllables. F c practical purposes all vowels

may be considered short in this position.

Speakers who use the basic system do not make particularly

noticeable differences of contextually conditioned length in their speech.

Their vowels are never very long.

2) Occurrence of phonemes or distribution. It has already been

stated that the basic vowel system of French (system 1) contains the

vowel phonemes which remain distinct from each other in all possible

contests of occurrence, but systems 2 and 3, which contain a

greater number of phonemes, represent an overall system, based on the

collation of the partial systems existing in given contexts. For instance,

the phonemic distinction between /9/ and /9/ exists practically only in

final free syllables, that /9/ and /e/, /t/ and /0/ but never in final free

syllables. Before an In in a checked syllable, only low mid vowels occur:

plre, art, peur. In word-final position and before /a/, in Parisian speech,

only [9] occurs, not [0: rose, chose. In French non-final syllables

usually considered unstressed, the basic phonemic distinctions are preserved.

There is hardly any vowel distinctions such as takes place in English

unstressed syllables where many speakers have only a single phoneme /0/:

French Onoral/genera1/1 English general/leneral/.
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General Articulatory Habits

It is very often quite possible, even without hearing a single

word spoken, to guess, simply by the observation of the articulatory

movements made) whether a speaker is talking French or English. The

reason for this is that the articulatory habits in French are quite

different from those in English: the movements made by the organs, even

for sounds that are phonetically quite similar, have properties that

are peculiar to each language.

French vowels have a pure homogeneous character throughout their

emission, this requires, from the articulatory standpoint, that there

be practically no perceptible movement of the speech organs during the

time of emission of the vowel sound. This stability of the organs is

assured by considerable muscular tension which accompanies the pro-

duction of the French vowels. At the same time, the lip and tongue

positions of French vowels are, in most cases, well removed

from their neutral position; for front vowels, the tongue position is

well front and for back vowels, well back; lip rounding and lip

spreading, relevant, are carefully produced, and remain in place, in a stable

manner, during the entire duration of the vowel sound.

In English, the vowels are characterized generally by less

muscular tension than those of French. The movements of the

articulatory organs are not as energetic, slower, and of lesser

amplitude. As a result of all this, most English vowels are

less removed, with respect to tongue and lip position, from

the neutral position than French vowels, and are more likely

to be influenced by the articulation of neighboring consonants.
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To overcome the tendencies that are natural for English but not

for French, the English speaker must try to acquire new articulatory habits.

This is not only required for correcting foreign accent, but has a bearing

upon comprehension. The relative importance of certain phonetic features

is not the same in both languages, even when, in a phonemic analysis

both may be defined as distinctive features. For instance, in French,

/i/ and /y/, /e/ and /lb are distinguished solely by lip position:

spreading vs. rounding. It should therefore not be surprising to find

this distinction well polarized. In English, lip position is not by

itself a unique distinctive feature; it is accompanied by sharp differences

of tongue position. These combine to form a complex difference, as for

/i/ and WI /ii/ and /uu/, etc. Also, in French, differences of degree

of opening very often serve by themselves to keep vowels apart: /i/v/et./.

In English, differences of degree of opening are more often accompanied

by other differences such as length or diphthongization.

The passage from a French vowel sound to a following sound

requires particular attention. When a French vowel sound is uttered

in isolation, its homogeneous character is assured by the fact that

the position of articulation required is reached before any sound is

produced, and no pertinent movement of the articulating organs takes place as

long as the sound is being produced. The transition between the vowel and

the consonant, is such type that no perceptible intermediate sound

("off-glide") is produced. When two vowels belonging to separate syllables

follow each other, the transition is made rapidly without perceptible glide

sound in French, citons Areal and crayon /kreja/ are not pronounced

alike.
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In English, the vocalic sound begins before the position

of articulation is reached and since the articulating organs are practically

never at rest, that articulation is hardly reached before these organs move

in the direction of the position characterizing the next sound in the

speech sequence. This applies not only to the long vowels which, as we

have seen, are fairly normally diphthongized, but also to the.so-called

short nuclei. This is particularly noticeable when these vowels acquire a

relatively long duration before a voiced consonant.

The Vowel Sounds of French

High Vowels:

French has three phonemically distinct high vowels: front-spread

/k/; front-rounded /y/ and back rounded /u /.

French /i/

French /i/ is a high front-spread oral vowel. Its distinctive

features are revoiced by the following pairs: hi&I2 with respect to

(document illegible at this point) . . . , bougie/boug6, filon/f6lon,

il/elle, mine/mbne, insiste/inceste, pister/pester;

spread with respect to /y/: scie/sue, mis/ma, mtre/mure,

kilo/culot;

front-spread with respect to /u / :mis /mou, quitter/cater,

mille/moule, mystique/moustique.

The relation between /ii and the corresponding semi-vowel

/j/ is of a particular nature. The difference between the resonant

nucleus /i/ and the fricative /j/ is found to distinguish words only

in one phonic context: in word-final (or syllable-final) position, as

in words like pays/paye [pei /pej], abbay/abeille [abei/abej],

[ai/aj], cafman/deraillement ((k)aimS/(der)ajma). In other positions,

the occurrence of [i] or [j] is either predictable from the phonic
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context, eg. only /1/ can be expected between consonants as in mine [min],

only /j/ between vowels as in crayon [krejd], or else either one may be

used without alteration of the identity of the word: lions "let's bind"

is either [lid] or [ljd]. In other words, except in the one position where

their difference is phonemic, the two sounds act as variants, contextual or

optional, of a same phoneme. Linguists say that in these contexts the

phonemic distinction between /i/ and /j/ is neutralized.

When they are not phonemically distinct, i.e. elsewhere than in

syllable-final position, one can say that generally speaking [1] occurs

before a consonant and [j] before a vowel. Thus, with [i]l pile, tire,

mite, naif, etc.; with [j] pied, tien, pien,siege, pieux, etc.

This principle accounts for the vast majority of cases, but is not

without exceptions; for tii may occur before a vowel. In this case, the

[i] is followed by a j-like glide linking it to the following vowel.

(1) [i] occurs before a vowel when it is preceded by one or two

consonants followed by r or 1: crier [kRije]/krier/, plier [plije]/plie/1

ouvrier [uvRijo] /uvrie/, client [klijff] /klia/1 striar [stRijo] /strio/1 etc.

In the speech of most people, this j-like glide is identical with intervocalic

[j], so that crions rhymes with grillons [gRijd] and it is immaterial whether

we transcribe both phenemically /krill /, /grid/ or /krija/, /grijd/. When

not preceded by a consonant cluster ending in r or 1, [j], the normal choice

before a vowel, remains well distinct from the sequence [ij] as illustrated

by biais [bj9], pied [pje] and piller [pije].
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2) The place of a morpheme boundary may produce a

situation where the use of (i) or (j) is optional. When

a radical ending in /i/ is followed by a suffix beginning

with a vowel, (i) and 1.0 are generally both possible,

except in the context covered in t) above. This situation

arises particularly in verb forms. Either the integrity of

the radical (e.g. /1i-/,./fi-/) may be preserved as it

occurs in the short unsuffixed form of the verb (,j lie

JAmOie (fi-), etc.) and the suffixed forms

).ien, etc.)

pronounced with a j-glide between /i/ and the following vowel: or else

the contextual rule may apply, and 01 is employed,,ss is usual

before a vowel: [ljB], li?i.

There are

speakers who tend to use regularly anti others WI;

still others use sometimes, one, sometimes the other: liar

MO but fier (fijQ); [10] but (10). A few other common
! .

verbs of this type are: 2c217. pier, renter, denier, defier,

mefier. Verbs of three eyllableo or more are generally

pronounced only with [J]:.ittudier, torrefinr, etc. Emphasis

on sentence rhythm may, with some speakers, determine the

choice of one or the other. Many provincials tend to say:

ja lie -1,2(11111.0) - nous avons [lij9), etc. Parisian

speakers, on the ccntrary, usually pronounce: nous [10)

nous AVOrt, MO, ate., following the contextual rule.

llwever, the forma of the verb: rte: riamt (rife.), ricur

rfmAt frijql, etc. seem to be pronounced more usually

with (W. Students; learning Lronch may well choose one

fon* or the other.

"""/"Irl""4"0"1"1"0"0"."""1"1"-".610""0- #.11, ear ON V/ .0* M. 41 .v
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3) some similar variations exist in the case of nonanalyzable

wordst the king of boasts (40p) and the third city of France

Q.1221 may be either (101 or[li.0). Here, it is probably

cafor to recommend the pronunciation with (i) which is

normal in Paris.

French /i/ lfte all French vowels is tense and homogeneous. The lips

are well spread and the front of the tongue raised as hightowards the hard
,f

.palate as is compatible with vowel quality. The tip of the tongue is

against the lower troth. wrench /1/ has no exact English equivalent.

The English sounds closeot ate /i/ and /Lib the vowels of the words

.011 and beat. These vowels are defined in English by the features

'high front-spread, but they are different in an ways from tha-

corresponding r.occ8 phones*.

English /1/ is,. like French Ill, nondiphthongited. However,

it io too lax, for it to zervo no a tolersblo equivalent of

Preach /if; the tongue position is too low and too control,

the lip poaition tco ecutral, and the ennoion of the articuletin3

Alt organ* is looser. Moo, it never occurs in (stressed) word-

final pooition' toms Precch /11 does.

Ea3lich /iy, the root usual substitute employed by Eaalish..

.cpeakers for French /lb is closer and tensor than English /i/, but

it differs from French /i/ by its lessor lipspreading, lesser muscular

. tension and by /to long diphthonaal nature. The use of thirt long

nucleus in plcco of:;:cnth /i/ is wordfinal position where French vowels are
.

comparatively short, is particularly offensive to French ears.
.

Cem.aret French n3 C431icth Am, French el - English re.
!

The substittitio& of English /14/ for French /i/ also tends to
: .

Obscure the distiottion between French /i/ and French/ij/, this latter

group also having English /it/ as its closest equivalent. In French,

.
pairs .of words tike &A /ki/ ouills /kW, ail /gri/ .trips /trij/ .

are perfectly distinct. When au Englishspeaker pronounces,

cannotIr. a French context, the word (fig) (fee), a Frenchman

toll from tha pronunci.qtna alone whether Is (ft) or fille (fiji was

POOR ORIGINAL COPY UST
AVARAKE At TIME Fillet)
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French (j) hap the came place of articulation as French

DA, but the tonjuo is closer to the hard palate, which

norually results in consonantal friction. Some English speakers

use a 111 that is too vowel -like, and which French hearers

perceive as RI! (j) bottoon two vowols and in final position

may cause difficulty for English apoakers who often tend to

identify it bore with 6%1101 the non-syllabic diphthongal.

olccant of En 311ah, Ay, /oy, etc. French tjj gonerally,

and particularly in that position is a true fricatives ex.

oil iswills
rt.132) i11e, prosoilln, etc. What is

noted (i) for CrsIlioh its a diphthongal glide which nover attains
),

fricative closure. Decides:4 batwaon two vowels, French III
boloiva clearly to the sscue syllable as the second vowel, just

as any consonant occurrirs3 between vowels. Compare French

cam (kre-j3) - Englioh sEsysz ('creek-an), French Yailleur (ba-jor) -

Engliab Lan (bat. (r)). English cpcakers should treat French

III bore aa in beyond, leaking the (j) the first sound of the

syllable in which it occurs, or try to pronounce a rather

esr?hetic (j) in order to obtain sufficient friction.

POOR ORiGINAL COPY 6-t5-
AVAILAKE AT MI FltA4C1

h864, 644.44 441 v.* 4. 1 4. ..
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Wit Comotut Wri-essr
AVALANg

AT TIME IOW

French /y/

Francis /y/ is a hi3b front rounded oral vowel. Its distinctive feint

ara rovealcd by the follo.Jim3 pairs: high with respect to /0/: du" dam,

4211/14121.) lurtite/flauretto. front with respect to /u/ or

/0:12VFWW kl..121./A221224o rt181L/MaLtr E.212 /000u19..,

hadutourlex, h212/221,..alajoipt, atE/Lairjo rounded with

respect to /i/i (Goo /in.

This phoneme occuro in to differont forms: as a syllabic -

a vol protouncod (7) and as a non-syllabic oeuivowel (1).

Unlike ',conch /i/ and French /j/, th2re are no contexts where (y)

and (4) can be dofinitoly shown to be two distinct phonemes.

Rather, they are variants of the tame phoneme. Their sole

difforcance,cafttot servo to distincuish words and the occurrence

of one or the other it oithar prodictoble from the phonic context

or °Ica without affect upon the idontity of a given word.

The General rule, accountic3 for the vast majority of cases, is

th:x (4) occurs only before vowels; Cy] finally and before consonants.

Le sow cases, (yj may occur also before vowels.
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Examples with (4] before /i/ are especially frequent::puis [pmi),

fruit (fRii), huile yl]. Examples with [y] finally: bu [by], to [LA;

sue (sy), pus (py); [y] before a consonant: bulle (byl], luge [10],

rhume [Rym]. [y] is also found before a vowel when it follows a

cluster of consonants ending in (r] or (1]. Thus, truelle, gruau, cruel

are generally pronounced with (y) and in two syllables [tRy -el), [gRy-o],

(kRy-ell, but truite is pronounced (tRiit] in one syllable with [i].

Zn 100Ey C0080 either Lyj or 0 are beard before a vowel

other than /ii (cf. a parallel situation, sect. 2, p. 40).

This is the case aotabli when a morpheme hwundery falls between

./Y/ and the following vowel, as, for exempla, when /y/ is the

final phonemaaf a verb radical, and the followin3 suffix begins

with a vowel. In this case, either (1) the contextual principle

may prevail according to which semivowel appears before a vowel,

or 2) the ty) which occurs in the unsuffixed fora may be retained.

Thus, a fore like pions, gramatically divisible into to -ones may

be pronounced either as (tO) in two syllables with (y) or as

(tO) in one syllable; likewise, larib 16/ tuts as (tye) or as

tpantes RA) 01.(t 1), etc., but necessarily (m24) tuions

(tif3),.(vous) saLts Hjoi. Ctbdr frequently employed verbs of

this typo trot WSJ rAti Aat, mon, arguer,
niter, Fostitnte, &gator, otc. This 8=4 latitude applies

equally to fora other than verbal 0E38; other words composed of

A radicit and a suffix:, lino tha no:lees ti a, mime, rutile,

ate.; ao well as to a cumber of tot analyzable words like root,

vaita,lmetta. Parloiao °pet:Late tend to generalise the use of

the semivowel 19 before a vessel, except in words of the type

Aruen, gtrabliel etc. (coo above). rfe.:4V0r, both forms, those with

the semivowel and thee!) with the coexist often in the speech.

of the sass porcon; the uoo of one or the other seems in many

taco,' to depend upon features ouch co ocAelis, sentence rhythm

and on the consonant groups formed iu connected speech even across

yotd bouadariao.

.

V. 4.1"1.164.P ie.",.....1~00011.040./~t418. MOO 011 "........6.110,44. 4.0 algerreq0i1 06.1.1 s .. 040011
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The syllabic variant (y) is made with rounded tense lips approximately

as for French (u). The front of the tongue is raised towards the hard

palate as for French (i) and (s). The tongue is not raised quite as high

and as front as for (i) .

The non-syllabic semivowel [kk] has approximately the same tongue

and lip position as (y). It may be described as a very short (y), too

short to constitute a syllable nucleus by itself. The duration of the

sound is that of a consonant (compare: pli-puits). (i) has other consonant-

like features: the sound may be produced with some friction; this arises

from a slightly smaller opening of the lips and from a slightly higher tongue

position. The phoneme /y/ made by the simultaneous combination of lip-

rounding and front tongue position has no counterpart in English. English

/ula, is often spontaneously equated with F/y/, but French hearers perceive

this English nucleus rather as a badly-pronounced French /u/, and as a

substitution characteristic of English speakers. It is extremely important

to distinguish in all cases French /u/ and French /Jr/ which serve to keep

many words apart (see examples above); their confusion will completely alter

the identity of many words, very much as if the vowels of bad and bed were

confused in English.

Other English speakers tend to dissociate the front tongue position

and the lip-rounding and to render them successively as (ju); compere

English now and French pm; English pure and French pure. This is highly

offensive to French ears. The usual practice for teaching (y): rounding

the lips as for (u) and attempting to pronounce (i) (which has for effect the

advancement of tongue position), is a useful starting point for learning this

sound, but it must be remembered that it is only a starting

point. It is extremely important that the lips be rounded
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from the beginning of the syllable in which it occurs to avoid any kind of

on-glide.

In a parallel manner, the confusion of (utj and (w) is equally

inacceptable, for it results in the suppression of the difference between

words like: muette/mouette, lui/Louis. ':are must be taken not to make NO

too long; the result being a vowel sound, and not a semi-vowel.

Examples for practice:

(y): su, vu, tu, sur, pure, nul, lune, cruche, murmure, ululer,

sulfureux, mouillure, humour, humeur, usuel, survenu, surplus,

surdite, sous-cutan6, oufflu, souillure, soudure, brOlure,

secouru, bourru, cousu, moulu, Mulhouse.

(4): bout, suicide, truite, buisson.

French /u/

French /u/ is a high back-rounded oral vowel. Its distinctive features

are revealed by the following pairs:

high with respect to mou/mot, fou/faux, froOte/crotte, douter/doter,

pourtant/portant; back with respect to /y/: (see /y/); back-rounded with

respect to /i/: (see /i/).

Like /y/, /u/ occurs in two forms - as a syllabic sound, a vowel (u)

and as a non-syllabic semi -vowel (w). The use of one or the other is generally

regulated by the phonic context: (w) only occurs before a vowel, and is es-

pecially frequent before the vowel /a/. Examples: toi (tw:), ouest (west),

pale (pwal), moins (mire). (u) appears finally and before a consonant: pa:

(pu), poule (pul). However, (u) may also occur, in certain cases before a

vowel. However, in all these cases, the occurrence of (u) or (w) (cf. ty)-

(1)) is always either predtctable, or else, without incidence upon the

meaning of a given word in those
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contexts where one or the other may appear. Por these reasons,

[0 and [w) may be considered to stand to each other in relation

of variants rather than that of distinct phonemes.

Before a vowel, it has already boon asserted, there are a

number of cases whero(u), and not fw) appears. [u) alone occurs

when the syllable basins with a consonant group ending in r or 1:

prouoatn hrouotto (pruos, brunt). However, when the following

vowel is /a/ or /5/, the semi-vowel (w) is heard: froid (fRwa),

droit (dRwa), ployor Iplwaje), groin (GM), etc.

10 some cases, (u) and (w) are equally possible before a vowel.

As -for /i/ and /y/, this situation primes particularly when a morpheme

boundary falls homoon the phoneme /u/ and the following vowel.

This double possibility ltheuico concerns mainly verb forms and

dorivod words. Thus, fOr examplo, vorb forms like sown,

jpuone, lama, etc. aro analysable into two successive morphemes:

jou-or, jou-ono, Teo° may bo pronounced as either one-

syllable words with the comivowol (w): aw3), etc., or

also as (lue), (EuB), in two syllabloe. The syllable division

parallols here a corpho=a division. This accounts for a two

nyllablo fora trom (tttua) (as distinct from trois (tRwa))sl

but the form would probably mind (:Rua) in Paris if it were not

"passt sit;?le"vhiehdoos not belong to everyday speech.

Other verbs of this paw type aro: toita, rouer, louer, pouor,

aris1121, Arevotor, bafouer, nrnadouer, tatouor,

yiviouir, etc. Ram, too, msy be treated in the same manner:

for examplo, words like mwette) pirouette, bouee !oust, tatousx,

loam which aro, or seem to be, words analysable into a radical

and a suffix, and also tome words that are not analysable, like

Rouen, souilait. Lowovor, in Parisian speech, the tendency is

to uce the semivowel 10 before a.vowel in those 'noes where a

double choice is possible. Speakers from many provinces tend to

use (u) more ofton in contezts whore a double choice

exists.

The syllabic sound (u) is a puro tense vowel. For its

production the lips are tense and wellrounded. At the ease

tine the bows is drawn back and the back of the tongue is

raised high toward the soft

404 44 44 4 4.4 444 . -6114. 441441.1116 . - . a 44
414 .
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.
palate and held tense.

French WI is generally equated with English Nil. The

latter differs by its diphthongal character from the French

sound which is never charactorieed by a movement of the speech organs.

Also, tho initial tongue position for Ensile/1(4) is lower than that

of the French the general tcusculor tension of the articulating

organs is considerably greater for French (11) and, quite

important, the lips aro well protruded, much more than in English,

and forming a very mall rounded orifice.

The non - syllabic variant (u) has approximately the same

tongue and lip position eo (a). It may be described as a very

short (u), which cannot by itself carve as a syllable nucleus, and

which ha* beweralconsonantal charactoristica. The duration of the

sound Le that of a consonant rather then that of a vowel (camper.

mina MAIO. At the care time, (w) is generally produced

with greater friction than lu): with the lip opening eomovhat

lass than for (u); taco, the tongue position may bo slightly

higher. English twj is mado with speech organs that are much

los* tons and with a f noticeably less rounded

lip position. Although the group, consonant + v exists in

English as in twill, Queen,, sweet, 4warfl twain, etc., there

are English speakers who taco a (v) that is too long, too Lax or

with a tongue position that is too low for French. in this case, French

hearers perceive an g-lika yowl and not their Nis English-

speaking characters on French to sic -Gall stages are supposed to

say row" uses), for al, (too) for 121 Uwe).

Ltilitalat
French has three basic kinds of mid vowels: frontsproad,

front-rounded and back - rounded. It has already been shown that

all types of French procont a minimum of three degrees of opening,

and, in all contexts, at toast one mid vowel of each of these

typos is phonemically distinct from a high vowel of the same position

of articulation and from a low vowel. Mid vowels of each type are

thatacterised by

41 4/. O. 4, 4* ,......

;
I-
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considexable differences in sound quality due essentially to

different degrees of opening. Those differences may have phonemic

value or not. This may depend I) upon the particular phonemic habits of

the speaker and 2) upon the context in which these occur.

In dealing with the mid vowels, it is necessary to consider

0)04 1) from the point of view of the individual speaker in order to

deiermine the number and type of mid phonemes which he uses in his

speech and which may vary from speaker to speaker, and 2) from the point

of view of the French-speaking community and the requirements of

intercommunication, which includes the pedagogical Problem of teaching

. mid vowels: what to teach - what Ls acceptable.

In order to approach these questions methodically, two major

possibilities must be examined: 1) tue case of speakerb who use the

basic, system of vowel phonemes and wile have only one mid vowel phoneme

of each typo and 2) the cases of speakers who have more than one mid

vowel phoneme of each type. In this latter case, the phonemic

difference between these is not on the same plane as that existing

between the basic vowels, for the mid vowels of the same type do not

remain distinct fral each other in all phonic contexts, and they may

bo represented as a subset of phonemes related to a

basic vowel p6neso.

Preach /o/

The basic veva' /e/ may ba defined as frontspread mid oral. Its

phonemic indepen4on4may be established by the following comparison':

Nis sever thee the high vovel#6e0/46;

Nit Mahar than the 104 vouetilip raie/rat, einee/annee, fhe/fat,

tee/ eel Iliamobtup, foible/14111, beton/bIton, eerier/aria;

/y is spread vitil.respeet toN Balx/212, serre/cusr, witprtuxo

seIls/seulo, Marc/a/neuron'
-

/9eis front-spread with respect to/p 04/tat, ferze/forre,

,021/ehuffe, erreshau, femer4formeK;

Nis oral with respect ON fete/feinte, jaitOefnter

4414 "WI*" 4444 -4 40444.414 444444.444re44.444...4.4~.044444 /0741116/1
641.14 am, M. .0 41. i
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Southern and many non-metropolitan speakers

generally have in their speech only one front-spread oral mid

vowel phoneme, which has two principal variants: a low mid variant (c)

which occurs in checked syllables (i.e. ending in a consonant) and a

high front- spread vowel (p) which occurs in free syllables (i.e. ending

1th the vowel): examples with (4): fermiero (firm r), presse (pRqs),

c. (Li ,k), ?seer,. (cispstt), etc.; examples with (0: ere (pitv), Cat

typti, prec'eder (prfcttde), etc. The proper use of these variants

according to this simple contextual principle is largely sufficient

for communication within the crane of Preach and is in no way en

indication of a foreign accent. Teachers and students, when in doubt

concerning the choice in a given word between (0 and (q) may safely

epply Chic rule, which maay cpecialiets of French pronouncintion consider

to reprouont a Inetc tendency of the language. It is never wTongi it

to rather a limit of tolerance.

IXA TWA usage, however, in not general. Most speakers of Central and Northern

ice and especially Farisiane,distfeguish between two and so=etimas three mid vowels

of tba type a (see aysteas twa and three). It is one of the features

which characterize tha Parisian style of Speech.

Unlike the phoommic distinction holding between the basic vowels,

the phonemic distinction between 0 htgh mid /t/ and a low mid /I/ is
moeflete

generally limited to one cententaitto final free syllables, that is, word

or words group final positioq.

In °that cent to, th4 difference between these vovels

cannot serve to keep words apart;

they stand rather in a rotation of contextual or optional variants. each

distinction United to ono or only certain contexts is a neutrals

isablo phonemic distinction (or opposition). The relationship involved

here ie a particularly in:imate ore, and is, indeed felt to be such

by French speakers. It is very different from the relation existing

between French /I/ and French ti/ which also differ from each other

by ono degree of opeaingssesidealthis relation is not at all covetable

to that existin3 bah:ton 0; and a in to3lish, whose indistinction can

be a hindrance to Latolli3ibility (for instancel tsot/made, bell/bail,

re% aorsembar.pn
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let/late, etc., are never confused).

If on the level of the individual speaker, the phonemic distinction

between /9/ and /9/ can be indisputably established through the analysis

of the speech of many Parisian and standard French speakers, the

situation on the social level is more blurred. The status of the phonemic

distinction considered from an overall social point of view is not far

removed from that of variants. For even in word-final position, no

sharp line can be drawn between words containing 4/ finally and those

containing /9/ in this position. The inventory of wordp containing, one

or the other varies from speaker to speaker. Still, word final-6 of the

spelling is always pronounced /9/. A wide-spread distinction is made among

verb forms: the infinitive (aimer), and the past participle (aim6), forms of

verbs belonging to what is traditionally called the first conjugation, are

pronounced with [9) and the conditional and imperfect forms (-ais, -sit,

-aient) with [9). Host speakers also differentiate words like ayalt,

c0e/craie, re /race, th6/taie, gut/guet, etc., brit 19) may be heard in all

of these words. In any case, in final free syllables [9) is much more fre-

quent than [9). This situation permits considerable latitude with respect

to teaching and learning the phonemic distinction in question. The rate

of speech is not particularly relevant to the maintenance or not of the

distinction between /f/ and 4/.

In contexts where the distinction between (9) and (9) is not

phonemic, that is, non-finally, their occurrence may be regulated in several

different manners:

1) According to the nature of the syllable: 9 in free syllables

h6-b6-t6 [1-4-4), pre -ce -de [pR9-89-d9) and e in checked syllables

ter-b6re [00-biFt), IsOce Imip9s), etc. This principle of alternance

is by far the most usual one observed. It exists not only
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in the mass of isolated words, but is also found within verb conjugations

and families of derived words. For instance, in verbs of the type ceder

(User, lecher, celebrer, teter, Ocher, etc.), we have le cede, to cedes,

etc. (aid), nous cederons [sad -ra) (here the spelling -é- does not represent

(0), etc. with (c) in checked syllables, but cede, ceder, cedez [se-de),

cedons (sf-do), it Wait, etc. [sf-d0 with [0 in free syllables. This

principle is also applied by many speakers to cover many, or even all, verbs

in which a front-spread mid vowel occurs sometimes in a ion -final free

syllable, sometimes in a checked (final) syllable; for instance: baisser,

laisser, bailer, cesslr, maler, faler, embater, seller, sceller, saigner,

gutter) aimer, fater, forms of the verb mettre: metteg, mettons, etc. It

also applies to non-verbal forms: maitre (nitr) but maitresse [al-trts],

lettre (10r) but lettre [lTtri], bate [bat] but Wise [bf-tiz]. This

automatic phonetic alternation should not be confused with the morphological

(grammatical) alternance that exists for verbs of the type lever (je lbve

(liv)); nous levons (1v8)). The principle of phonetic alternance may coexist

with other principles. For instance, many speakers use the low mid [e] before

a following In even in a free syllable aereja-c-r9), perron [p¢ -raj where

others have (0.

2) Mother principle that may determine the appearance of [g) in a

free syllable is that of analogy. The tendency, here, is to conserve every-

where in a verb conjugation or in derived words, the vowel appearing in the

simple form of the word in the final syllable. Thus, on the analogy of

(je)cesse (stab a speaker may say cesser (sc-sf), both forms containing

41 and not (sl-sv), also possible !.n accord with the contextual rule,

likewise, petrage with (I) on the analogy of etre, etc. The speaker has thus

a choice between automatic alternation and analogy.

3) With some speakers the degree of opening of some vowels may he
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determined by that of the vowel of the following syllable. According to this

principle, when the vowel of the final ayllable of a word is low mid (i, ?, 0)

or low (a, A), a front-spread oral mid vowel appearing in the preceding sylla-

ble will be low mid [g]. When, on the contrary, the vowel of the final sylla-

ble is high mid (g, ?, y) or high (i, u, y), it is the high mid variety [g]

that occurs: thils pressez would be [pre -se] but pressant would be [pre-sa].

It has been observed that there are some speakers who do just the opposite

and dissimilate.
4) Spelling: many persons pronounce words containing the

group ai as in baisser, leieser, baisor, etc. regularly with (q).

Few Prenchrlan differentiate between the -rai of the first person

singular of the future and the -rais of the conditional, both

being pronounced /7rq/ by a majority of those who distinguish /g/

and /0.

In final free syllables, where /9/ and /q/ are distinct

phonewee, Le) iv distinctly higher than (0. In non-final

syllables where th:Ar difference doe° not have a distinctive

value, (eol ie lose high and 10 loop low. Sometimeavtheae are

perceived as quite distinct, but often they may be considered

practically to fall together. This intermediate sound is referred

to in book° on French phonetics as mid (I (e moyen).

From the above observations, it seems clear that there is

considerable latitude in the use of these variants in non-final

syllable°. each has its advantage° for teachins: the contextual

principle in mechanical, and is applied according to phonetic

form of the syllable; whereas the analogical principle is also

easily applied but is limited to certain parts of t1J vc,cabulary.

All the deviations from the contextual rule concozo actually the

use of NI in free syllables. And it nay be asserted that the

onJ.y real impossibility is the use of WI in final ch!nkod syllables.

In non-final checked syllables it is found in elcvor 51-v9) on the

analogy of present Indicative singular eleve (91`v).

In addition to the phonemic distinction between 4/ end

Ay, soma speakers also differentiate between a phor !e/ and a

phoneme //, which distinguish paire of words like: :ve with

n/ ace rattrg with 4/, ref.og or.eelne and,renne, * ad belle,

and ;Wm etc. This distinction exists onl, 1 tinal
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checked syllables. People who do not have this distinction

pronounce all such pairs alike. Among those who do make the

distinction, tho number and inventory of words containing one or
the other phone= is variable from speaker to speaker. The

distincticn is froquen in the !pooch of Parisians of the older

generation but oven there it is not general. It seems best to
dispense with toachinj it to non-native students of French)

to consign it to the do:lain of pot:wive knowledge/ and to recommend

10 in all cases. Or sloe to tench it as an optional distinction

which nay bo called up when required for purposes of emphasis or
clarity. In f!Ict, ac=o French opoakers treat the difference

precisely in this manner.

The French front-spread mid vowels are all tense pure vowels.

The difference between French /p/ and French /t/ is essentially one of

degree of opening while the difference between French /.j/ and French

where it exists, is essentially one of length,although it may be accompanied

by a somewhat lower tongue position for q/. The English flont-spread vowels

have their distinctness assured by other differences than these. If English

/e/ may be considered as a simple pure vowel, laxer than its French counter-

parts, English /ei/ is a long nucleus, generally diphtongal in nature. The

difference in the degree of opening of English le/ and that of the first

wlement of English /eies/ may not be particularly great; it is not, in any

case, the sole distinguishing feature. English /ep/ is a long nucleus often

pronounced as a diphthong with a centering glide.

The mariner in which English speakers tend to substitute these

English sounds for French mid vowels usually depends upon the context.

In English, the long nucleus /eA/, which occurs finally is the general

substitute for French mid vowels in final position. This is quite ob-

jectionable, not only for phonetic reasons such as the long diphthongal

nature of the sound, but also because it results in a confusion between

French /e/ and /ej/: ose/oseille, crWcreil, etc. In
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positions other than final, English /eh/ usually tends to replace

French said vowels when they are phonetically long: beige, chaise,

and generally before kJ: raison, raison. However, the long open

variety of French /q/ that occurs before r is generally identified

with English /eR/.

It is longer than French q; it is

often accompanied by a r-sound that is not the French [Rip or

oleo the r-sound ie omitted entirely: forme as (feRm).

English /e/ is a usual substitute for French /q/ when it is

short and not final. It is alco often used to replace (q) in

non final syllables: siA121. prater in contexts where (e) is

relatively short. English /0/ in a slightly higher vowel than

French WI and has a lanor 2rticulation, noticeable with respect

to lip-spreading. It in useful to note, however, that French

hearers interpret English /e/ as their French /q/.

The mid vowels do not develop an intervening glide when a

vowel sound follows: creer, is pronotpced, not fkrejej as English

speakers tend to say, but (kRe-el with a slight

weakening which marks the passage from one vowel to the other:

the lips and tongue mate no movement practically. Likewise,

xiel is not ORpjql) but IR?-91].

French /0/

The basic voWellefis a back-rounded mid vowel, which in all

contexts remains distinct from all the other phonemes of French. Its

phonemic independence say be shown by the following comparisons:

io lower than the high vowel1Oee/0
lo/ is higher than the low vowel* henu/bas bord/barre, bol/ball

Port9qp.Eta;
Ay is back with respect to the front-rounded vowel/V. 1214215

pore/2=j launtqicunt motta/mlutel CupjaChlyquvri

/of in oral with respect to the nasal vowelN beautlm, haute/1=1j

fstu16/fenA, lylnutfOsontfl
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I. As for /e/, not a few Southern and non-metropolitan speakers have

only one mid back-rounded vowel phoneme, as in the basic system. The

variants of this phoneme are a high mid [9] in free syllables and a low mid

[9] in checked syllables: je chime with [9], vous chime with [0, je chauffe

with [0, vous chauffez with [9]. However, this kind of pronunciation does

not conform to the norms of standah pronunciation. It does not sound

foreign however, but provincial. An effort should be made by foreign

learners to avoid this. In Parisian French and in standard French generally,

there are two back rounded mid vowel phonemes: one high /9/, one low W.

As in the case of the subsccs of /e/, these phonemes do not remain distinct

from each other in all positions. For this reason, French speakers feel

these sounds to be very closely allied; their difference is not comparable

to a difference between basic phonemes, and failure to distinguish them is

not a very serious hindrance to communication in French. Yet the non-

existence of this distinction in a person's speech is much more readily

perceived by speakers of Parisian-type French than the non-existence of

the distinction between /9/ and 0/.

The phonemic distinction between /9/ and /9/ does not exist in word-

final position:only [9] occurs, pot, seau, Cot, metro, syllables: saute/sotte,

Ole/Paul, paume/pomme, saule /sol, etc. Some Southern speakers do distinguish

between these but by using a long [y] in the former and a short [t] in the

latter. There are two cases where a phonemic distinction is not possible.

When the consonant closing the checked syllable is /z/ only [9] occurs in this

position: rose, pose, cause, chose. When the consonant folloding the vowel

is In only [2] is heard: port, tort, lors, Maure, dors, gorge, porte.

In non-final syllables the phonemic distinction exists but it is

somewhat less chearcut than in final checked syllables. In many
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cases, the appearance of [9] or [9] is motivated, that is, predictable, or else

constitutes a variaticn that has no effect upon the identity of a given word.

However, it remains that both [9] aild.[9] may occur in phonetically identical

contexts, in this type of syllable and may keep words apart.

Examples of words which are kept apart by the difference between /9/ and

/9/ occurring in non-final syllable are beaut6/bott6, cite /cote, peausserie/

poterie. These are all words derived by the addition of a suffix to a

simple form: beau/botte, cote /cote, peau/pot, where a vowel of the type

[co] occurs in a final syllable. The vowel of the simple form tends to be

maintained everywhere. However, the use of [9] or [9] in non-final syllable

can only be deduced from that of the simple form in that appears in a

checked syllable as in the words botte, cote, cote. in verb forms and

other kinds of families of derived words, the analogy is frequently applied:

je chauffe and all fcrms of the verb chauffer with /9/; other verbs of this

type: chimer, Oter, fr3ler, faucher, etc.: je sonne with [9] and all forms

of this verb with [9]: other verbs of this type: resonner, voler, loger,

toter, roter, noter, botter, etc. Likewise: (haut) haute with [9] and

hautain, hauteur, also with [9]; on the other hand, sot with a final [9],

but sotte [sot] with [9] in the final checked syllable and likewise sottise

with [0.

This principle ,oncerns only derived words. There are, however,

other principles founded upon the position or the nature of the syllable,

which concern mainly words not formed by derivation or belonging to a

verb conjugation but which may also apply to certain of these.

A tendency of Parisian-type French is to use the low mid [9] in

all non-final syllables of underived words: docile, bocal, erron6, joli,

soleil, solide, etc. have [9] in free syllables. This
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been extended to 0040 derived words: Egiost is usually pronounced with

(oo) in spite of plin with (o); likewise, coteau in spite of cote. Another

tendency which may conflict with those already described results from

the spelling: the written nu o can are often identified

with the sound (?). 'Also vowel harmony may be a factor. What is ha-

portant to remember is that none of these tendencies is general and

that considerable variation exists for the pronounciation of many

words; for instance, eOtalette, ota3n, hotel, .autobus

rutorisation have as many different and "correct" pronunciations as

they have Lore. It is rare to find universal adherence to any one

principle. The existence in an individual's speech of the phonemic

distinction tgi is clear especially in final checked syllables but

from the standpoint of the speech community there is no sharp delineation

between the two. This does not ,hinder communication among French

speakers; in many respects it may be said to characterize rather a

style of speech.

The phonetic difference between 10 and bi] in the speech of

Parisians is a complex one. French phoneticians are generally agreed

that the primary difference is one of degree of opening, but this

difference io often accompanied by: 1) a difference of tongue position:

(4?) bas a tongce position that is relatively further back than that of

(li). In fact, (rl) often has a tongue position, which, although con-

sidered back, apProachca.that of a central vowel/ which explains why Americar

English speakers often identify it as their vowel of but.

There are oven French speakers who pronounce (o) with a tongue position
alas

co far front, that many Drench hearers perceive40). This latter

pronounciation is not recamnended, but it does underline the fact that

French [9], unlike English/6 /(as in but is a rounded vowel even

though the lip protrusion may in many cases not be particularly great;

2) adifferenco of length especially in final checked syllables.

Here (o) has &length comparable to that of only before /(pore

(pqr], nod (nor))acontext in which fpl does not occur in standard

pronsl)nciation. Mon /yen* occur in exactly the same

dm FY'
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context, /9/ is longer (saute (sW/sotte [s9t], pole [pi51]/Paul [pen).

In final free syllables to is short (229. In non-final syllables, length

differences are little apparent or inexistent and may be disregarded for

teaching purposes.

The English vowel nuclei considered equivalents for French o are the

long nuclei /ow/, /op/ and the short nucleus /a/. The use of English /94/ in

place of French o is very objectionable because of its diphthongal character,

and especially sword final position where French vowels are short. Also,

French 9 is made with lips that are much more protruded than for the

beginning of English b14/. English /o,?/ is often substituted for French

/9 /.when this sound occurs before an /r/ that ends a syllable ( close [klu],

corps [k?r]). However, a frequent English tendency is to replace the French

group [9r] by English /4/ dropping the /r/. This is hardly commendable.

The French sound is never as low as the English sound, nor as back; it has less

lip rounding and no off-glide.

When French [y] occurs short, it is very often identified with

American English 49/, the vowels sound of English but, cud, fuss, etc. As

a matter of fact, the tongue positions of the two sounds are indeed rather

close, but their lip position is not the same. The English sound is made

with neutral lips but the French sound is always made with somewhat rounded

lips, and also with greater tension than the English sound. The word bun

pronounced by an American in a French context would undoubtedly pass for

French bonne, but this does mean that the vowel sound used would be the correct

one.
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Besides these identifications based upon phonetic similarity, spelling

and the analogy of English words that are written the same as French words and

have approximately the same meaning may be a source of error: French Paul

pronounced as English Paul; French causer /ccas/ pronounced with the vowel

of English cause /o,/, French horrible [?ribl] with the vowel of English

horrible.

French Ni

In all kinds of French at least one front-rounded mid vowel of the

type [4] is phonemically distinct from other vowel phonemes in all contexts.

Its phonemic independence may be shown by the following comparisons: /4/ is

lower than the high vowel /y/: (see /y/); mid h$/ is higher than the low

vowel /e/: peu/pas, peur/par, meurtre/martre, viuille/vaille, cueillez/caillez;

/01/ is front with respect to the back vowel /oh (see A:4); MI is rounded

with respect to the spread vowel /e/: (see /e/); /4/ is oral with respect

to the nasal vowel fyi (insofar as /$/ exists as a distinct phoneme in a

given person's speech: (see /$7): jeu/jeun, eux/un.

I. In most respects, the behavior of /4/ is parallel to that of /o/,

but with certain differences. As in the case of /o/ and /e/, speakers from

the outlying regions previously defined, have only one phoneme AP. A

high variety [4] occurs in free syllables and a low variety [q] in checked

syllables: voeu, peu with andand pear, soeur, fleuve, oauvre with [V].

II. Many speakers of standard French seem to distinguish between two

phonemes of this type. However, this distinction is much less clearcut than

that existing for /o/. The use of [i] and [I], even for speakers who make a

phonemic distinction in certain cases, is regulated in great mt by the

context, or is without effect upon the identity of a given word.
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In word-final position, as in julL, crquK, only kp) occurs.

In final chocked syllable a distinction is sometimes made: leune yjh
and jeOne with (6) veulent with [0] and veule with WI the difference, which

here has phonemic value, being with some speakers emphasized by

means of length: short WI no oppoied to long WI but this distinction

is far from general; many speakers pronounce them all with an W) of

some duration. Most special4sts inform us that (0) occurs regularly

in final checked syllables before /t/, /trip /d/, and /k/ as in

pmuta, neutre, rude, PentAtezajig but a long q) is frequently

heard in neutre, 'mut. In Parisian usage, it is (251 that is

hoard in the very frequent -cruse ending (creuse, heurcuse, Meuse),

and in Maubeuee.

In non-final syllables, the use of [it) or [0) is generally

determined by one of several factors of a predictable nature:

1) A contextual principle: CO) in free syllables: leucemie

Ilmal.z pneumonia, ecult; [o] in chocked syllables: meurttieT,

heuri.er. 2) An analogical principle: in verbal conjugations or

in derived words, the 10 or [0] occurring in a final syllable is
9

maintained whether the non-final syllable in which it occurs is

checked or free: leune-rateunir, peuple-peupler with (01, whereas

speakers who apply principle 01 use W) for the second term of the

pairs given. 3) Va:all harmony (see French /e/).

The application of these principles varies from speaker

to speaker, and a given speaker may not apply any one of these

aystemar:ically. This results in considerable latitude of

pronunciation. For purpose of pedagogy, several possibilities may

be retaired.depending on how much one relies on the two conflicting

principles: contextual and analogical.
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Like the front-rounded vowel French 5/, fin and [f] have no close

counterpart in English, A starting point for obtaining this sound from

English speakers is to ask them to try to pronounce [0 and (0 with well

rounded lips. However, this can only be a starting point-a learning device.

English speakers often substitute for French /4/, English /6/, the

vowel of the words but, fur, which is not acceptable. This English sound

is made with a much more retracted tongue position than French /4/, and

without lip rounding, a fundamental feature of French HI.

Examples for practice: pen, feu, ceux, queue, preux, creux, noeud,

boeufs, oeufs, pieu, suel, oeuf, soeur, fleur, pleurez, jeune, meurtre,

meute, neutre, creuse, Meuse, heureux, heureuse, peureux, peureuse, pleureur,

orgueilleux, mousseux, pluvieux, meticuleux, peur/pore/pere, seul/sol/sel,

jou/Jo/jct.

French An/

The basic vowel /al. In all types of French, at least one low

oral vowel is phonemically distinct, in all contexts, from the other

vowel phonemes of the language. The phonemic independence of the basic

vowel may ve shown by the following comparisons: /a/ is lower than /e/:

(see /e/); low /a/ is lower than /o/: (see /o/); /a/ is lower than /4/:

(see 141); /a/ is oral with respect to the low nasal vowel /A/: bas/banc,

chaton/chatons, matez/mentex, patin/pantin. Some speakers have only one phoneme

of this type; others have two.
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Speakers who have only one phoneme of this type is their speech use a sound

with a tongue position that is central or slightly front of central in all

contexts. For purposes of language teaching this has the advantage of

simplicity, and it does conform to the speech of certain Parisian speakers.

However, most specialists of French pronunciation still recommend a dis-

tinction between two low oral phonemes, one front, one back: /h/ and /11/

respectively, a distinction still frequent in the speech of Parisians. The

phonemic independence of the two may be confirmed by the following com-

parisons: 1h/las, rat/ras, patte/pate, chasse/chasse malle/male, alley/

haler; in speech where the distinction exists, /A/ is more frequently used

than /h/.

Unlike the mid vowels whose distinction as phonemes is limited to

certain contexts, no such contextual limitation can be established for /h/

and /a/ in the speech of those persons who make the distinction. Both

occur in the most varied contexts. However, if the phonemic distinction

is established clearly in the speech of a given individual, the situation

on the social or community level is different. Some speakers do not make

this distinction at all. Among those who make the distinction, there are

considerable variations from person to person, i.e. the use of [a} or ta3

in a particular word is often not axed; /h/ or /A/ in the word inventories

containing one or the other. Some speakers say, for example, cadre, Jacques,

zagner with /h/, others pronounce the same words with /A/. Communication

between speakers is thereby in no wise hindered: the context serves to

dissipate any confusion caused by the homonymy of words. From the point of

view of the speech community, the difference between /h/ and /A/ bears

resemblance to an optional variation. For many speakers the distinction

between /h/ and /A/ is a discretional one that they can all up voluntarily
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as a sort of supplementary clarifying element, particularly in words

containing the spelling A: ame, pate, pile, etc.

Phoneticians describe the difference between [A] and [A] as a

difference between a front low vowel and a back low vowel. For this degree

of opening the lop position - spread or rounded - plays no distinctive role:

their lip position is slightly spread for [A] and neutral for [C. The

difference between a front and a back tongue position especially in final

checked syllables (as in Ate) is often accompanied by a difference in length:

/A/ is generally longer than /8/. In word-final position all vowels are

considered short and In non-final position these length differences may be

disregarded. In some speech, the difference in length may well be the pri-

mary distinguishing feature, replacing that of tongue position. For

speakers who have only one'/a/ phoneme, the length differences are contex-

tually determined in the same general manner as the other vowels of French.

From the practical pedagogical standpoint, it seems best not to

insist upon the distinction between /A/ and /A/. If the teacher feels that

it must be taught, it seems wise to limit the distinction to final syllables

(1h/las, patte/pAte). French /A/ and /A/ are generally identified by English

learners of French with English [m], [ a] and [ayz], the open nuclei of

English. The particular substitution made depends upon the phonic context or

may he suggested by the spelling. In final position, only [ac,2] occurs in

English aLd this is the sound English speakers tend to use in this position

for both French /A/ and French /A/. English [ad] differs from both of

these French sounds in this context because of the more or less perceptible off-

glide, and by its length. The tongue position of English [.a] is further back

than that of French /8/; it is much closer to that of French /A/. In final

checked syllables, French /A/ is generally long, parallel to the English

nucleus [4.]. However, care must be taken not to introduce the English

off-glide and use the laxer position of the organs: the quality of the vowel

sound of English arm (for those who do not pronounce the r) is often almost

like French Arme; English part almost like French pate. The substitution of
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iEnglish raid for French (a3 in checked syllables is not accep abi hents

should be warned not to use it before r.

English fie the vowel sound of hat, rat, is another cequel. substitute

which occurs in checked syllables in place of French /a/. For Frc /A/ the

lips are only very slightly spread, much less than for EngliF W/. ompare:

English al - French patte, English mass - French masse, English its - French

tape, which are not pronounced alike.

English /a/, the vowel of words like hot, spot, Bonny in many

kinds of English is not the same as the vowel sound of card,

of its shorter length but also because of a somewhat more central tongue

position, may pass for a fairly acceptable substitute for central French /a/

its tongue position is more back. But many (American) English speakers also

use here a sound that falls rather in the range of French /A/.

French /a/ is never reduced to in unstressed syllables: for

example: French psittacose is pronounced [psitakoz]. Also on the basis of

the English pronunciation of a word like barricade (balokels.dh some English

speakers may be tempted to pronounce the corresponding French word as

(baRikad) instead of (baRikad).

Nasalized Vowels.

French has nasalized vowels which are distinct phonemes from oral

vowels. With regard to their distinctive function, they stand, for all

practical purposes, on the dame level as oral vowels) and it is advisable

to consider then homogeneous and unitary phonemes. It is to be kept in mind

that in spite of the notation used, the nasalized vowels do not have exactly the
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same position of articulation as any of the oral vowels. For English-speaking

students especially, the independence of nasalized and oral vowels should be

emphasized. Nasalized vowels exist in English, but only as variants of oral

vowels when these occur before a nasal consonant; for example: in words like

don't, man, etc. Sometimes even, English speakers suppress the nasal consonant

entirely and pronounce only a nasalized vowel; in such cases their pronoun-

ciation of the vowel of the English word don't differs relatively little from

that of the French word dompte. In English, a nasalized vowel is never

phonemically distinct from the sequence: vowel nasal consonant (m,n). The

occurrence of a nasalized vowel here is mechanical-conditioned-and the English

speaker has no conscious control over its occurrence. The French speaker, on

the contrary, controls perfectly the difference between a nasalized vowel and

and oral vowel. The difference between the two may serve to keep French

words apart: bas /bane, pot/pont, lin/laid. At the same time a nasalized vowel

in French is quite distinct from a vowel followed by a nasal consonant, as

shown by the fact that a word like canton tkatal is distinct from caneton

tkant8). It may be remarded that nasal vowels do not often occur before

nasal consonants; such an occurence suggests the existence of a morpheme

boundary between the nasalized vowel and the following m or n: enneig,

emmener, en avant, etc.; the words ennui, ennuyer, however, hardly lend them-

selves to such an analysis.

The nasalized vowels of French correspond only to the low and lcw

mid oral vowels. The phoneticians who are interested in presenting "correct"

i.e. traditional speech always list four nasalized vowels: /8/0 /1/, /04 t$/.

However, may speakers, especially Parisians, do not distinguish between /a/

and WI and pronounce only /0/. Today thin confusion cannot be considered

vulgar or popular, as a visit to the Sorbonne or to the Palace of Justice

reveals, Since this confusion results in a definite stratification it seems

advantageous for pedagogical purposes to confine the distinction between /3/

and /8/ to the domain of passive knowledge.

Nasal vowels are often difficult for English learners to produce
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at will. They often are replaced by a more or less nasalized

vowel followed by a mull consonant (m), (n), (0); this is not

acceptable; although it is a general feature of Southern

French usage, it is widely considered ludicrous elsewhere. i

For the production of French nasalized vowels, the tongue must

st no tire be raised oo high as to atop the passage of the

air through the mouth, for this reoults in the production of

Chic parasitic nasal consonant. A way to teat this is to

pinch the nose; if all sound is arrested, this indicates

that the tongue is too high. In.all cases, in French, the

lowering of the volute and the emiesion of the vowel sound

must be simultaneous and perfectly coordinated.

French /6/

Nis a front spread nasal vowel. Its phonemic independence may

bo shown by the following comparicons:

Nis nasal with respect toiy silintehlAtel(seeAd fin/gsa

teinteritietnr)

15 f is mid(or better) non-low) with respect to/ A/ bain/12

feindre/fendre, plainte/plante.)

Nis spread with respect toN(in the speech of those who

distinguish between the two); e:11nreint/emprunt, empreintehamBil,

112./12-1.14,31) , .

Offs front spread with respect toile/ bain/bolt. Auinteicomptej

pineet/poncer

From the point of view of French; this sound is sometimes described

as a nasalized (q). However, its tongue position is lower than for

Preach (ot). Pot English speakers a practical procedure is to nasalise

the Englisgmlsound (as in cad, etc.).

Pronch151

/5/ is a back rounded nasal vowel, nonlow. Its phonemic

independence is shown by the following cosparisons:

/5iis nasal with respect toN6esty.);

I

Olio backrounded with respect to/1(:6heo/E0).
)

lie back with respect to/0 lowilum

11.11641110411190.40.1.6.1; 01000111.1.00. grorl....110.10 orb 4.. 10114...., 4.111,4110Mill . 6 16
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is non-low with respect Lola/ thon/testm bonte/hante,

poncer/Espser.

The tongue position of this sound lies between that of French

1'0 and English (og), somewhat closer to (?) than to (oa07%), and can be

found by approximation. This sound is made with well-rcunded lips,

relatively, about as mucb as for FrenchiP1 The Latitude of degree of

opening is towards greater cpening than French[ajpronoanced with the

degree of opening of Frenchao)sounds somewhat strange

fi;
all French vowels

A
ie a pure yowl; it is never followed by a. diphthongal

glide: the lip and tongue positions remain stable throughout the

emission of the sound; it is never (6u).

French //

Al already mentioned, this phoneme does not lxist in the speech

of most Parisians' The M/ has fused with fel. The result is that

pairs of words like brin and brunlAlain and nlun, empretnt and empruntl

ate., are pronounced alike, all with the nasal vowel /5/. For the

speakers who do make the distinction between the two the following

comparisons may be established:

i

Wis nasal with rooect to 41peek l);

plis front with respect to 4 seoliii i

Nis rounded with respect totOee CO;
tOlis not -low with respect to .un/sa, humble/ amble, ante /ante

' /may be described phonetically as a nasalized 141. For the

reasons stated above, it seems best not to teach this phoneme to English

learners of French as an elemtnt to be acquired actively and to bo

reproduced by them in their French speech. Thusothe pronounciation

of the indefinite article us would be taught as /5/. This confuaion

of the two phenemes caa hardly create difficulty for the student, certainly
traditionally

no more than the/Already existing homophonous words of the language.

French //

French /i/ is a low nasalized vowel. its phenemic independence

it shown by the followina comparisons:

11 a 0,10. difra 14.. a P -.4 a-
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/a/ is nasal with respect to /a/: (see /a/);

/n/ is low with respect to /6/, /;/, /V: (see /6/, /4/, /4/, respectively) .

For practical purposes IC may be considered a nasalized French /6/.

Many French speakers use a sound with a somewhat higher tongue position than

French IA]. This, however, need not be imitated. In fact, the nasalization

of the vowel English-speakers use in words like far, car, etc., passes quite

well for French /A/. It is important to avoid nasalizing a sound of the type

French Al, which could be confused with /6/ (actually [A]).

The neutral vowel [e], called variously 'e muet', 'e instable',

'e caduc'.

The nature of this vowel is quite unlike that of the vowel phonemes

described above. In certain cases, it has phonemic value as shown by pairs

of words like la blette/la belette. But in most of its occurrences, its use

is either optional and intermittent or predictable from the context, that

is, without clear phonemic value. This behavior has been discussed elsewhere

(pp. 30.22 to 30.27 of present draft).

French R) is pronounced by a majority of French speakers as a front-

rounded mid vowel of the type (d]. Orthoepists often describe its tongue

position as intermediate between that of If) and (1). However, this sound

varies from speaker to speaker and from context to context. The learner has

several possibilities: 1) he may pronounce the sound indicated by orthoepists;

2) he may pronounce (;') like ki) so that pairs of words like: Rue/queue, me/

meus, se/ceux, are pronounced the same or he may pronounce it like (1) so that

brevet/bRav9/ and the last two syllables of abreuvait /abitifvf/ sound alike.

This latitude is quite acceptable and avoids the necessity of learning a new

sound; 3) he may use the unrounded vowel sound found in final position in the

English words: sofa, china, villa, but preferably, with some lip rounding

added. Care must be taken not to use the final sound of words like fur, her,
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burr, as in the speech of persons who do not pronounce the final r in these

words. This latter substitution is not perceived by French speakers as an

acceptable equivalents .

Because of the spelling, [e] is often confused by non-native speakers

with /e/; both are written with the letter e. This is particularly ob-

jectionable; words like lever, peser, crever, semi, brebis, etc., all

contain an [a], not interchangeable with [9] or [7]

[a] is the sound French speakers use when they hesitate in their

speech, as when groping for a word.
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Accent and Intonation

The features of accent and intonation,

are often classed together under tha name of prosodic features.

They characterize stretches of Bound Greater than individual

phonemes, which have served as the central units of the

study of the sounds of French. Accent is a feature superposed

upon a syllable integrated in a sequence of syllables, and

intonation concerns larger scents of speech from the stress

group to the sentence.

Accent

Accent refers to tha prominence given to a particular

syllable within a sequence in the cp0.:en chain, the accented

syllable contrasting with the unaccented syllables surrounding

it. The prominence is obtained by various means, among

which are a more energetic articulation and/or some characteristic

pitch feature. This accentual prominence serves to signal

the presence of meaningful lexical items, generally words, in

the utterance. In order to completely define a word from

the standpoint of its form in En3lish, it is necessary not

only to state which phonemes compose it, but also to indicate

the place of the accent or stress of the word. This is

necessary because in English this stress has no fixed)

predictable place; it must be learned for each word as a

part of its inherent characteristics; in some words it appears

on the first syllable e.g. general; in others, on the second

syllable: diptinitoijA; in others, on the third syllable:

Lussillia etc. Even words related to each other do not show

one particular syllable which serves regularly as the bearer

of the stress; e.g. recite and recitition. Further, there

are even words is English which nay be distinguished by the

place of their accent (LW !Tar! - (u) ,import, perfect -

to perfect. In addition to this, it is customary to further

distinguish in English batwten several types or degrees of

stress. In a word like lomahawk, the first syllable is

heavily stressed, the second is the least stressed, and the
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third has a degree of stress that is intermediate between these

first two. Some Ungulate- even distinguish a greater number

of relevant degrees of stress for English.

In French, the situation is quite different. It would

not be accurate to any that all the syllables of a French

utterance are pronounced with equal energy and prominence.

But what is often called accent in French is both physically

and functionally so different from En3liah stress, that

English sPeakin3 students hod better start from the assumption

that all syllablesin French have cc sort of medium stress.

We have just coon chat the identity of an English word is

not established unless tha etr0000d eylleble io indicated as

such: thoro is not one word 1EVIIJ but two differoma words,

rsport and PrirArt. There is nothing. similar in French: a

French word is exhaustively identified once its phonemes and

their respective order have been indicated: Lahltft is /tablo/

and any prominence given to /ta-/ or to /-blo/ will not change

the identity of the word.

In normal, daily, dispassionate use of spoken French,

the syllable Lmmodiately preceding

a pause may enjoy a very slight prominence. Now it is

not tmmaterial for the undorotandin3 of what is said whether

a pause appears hero or th4Jra: remenex les vixonts with no

internal pause or with one after ramenea means "bring back

the live ones"; unsaralkaAwat with a pause after kj.

means "bring them back olive". In the latter case, the

pause after les is accompanied by a slight prominence on

that syllable. In rapid delivery, the pause may well

disappear, and only the slight prominence on _tee distinguishes

yamenos-lee vivant( from ramtp20 lee vivant(. It should

however be kept in mind that any such prominence is always

very slight and never entails the reduction and blurring

of vowels in neighboring, "non-accented", syllables.
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What is, in French, physically closer to English stress, is

the prominence granted to the first syllable of any word which,

for some reason, the speaker wants to mark off from the context.

When, for instance, a teacher introduces a new word to his audience,

say, prosodieue, the first syllable, here 2E2- is likely to be

pronounced more accurately and energetically; the quality of the

vowels of the following syllable° are not blurred in the process,

but pronounced with normal energy and precision.

Prominence can also be uced in French for expressive purposes.

The same applies to English. In English, it is the syllable which

bears the regular word stress which is pronounced with still

greater energy : a stupid fiA.loJ. In French, expressive accent

falls on the first syllable of the word that needs emphasis, if

that word begins with a consonant and on the second syllable if

the first begins with a vowel: Fnf.fique, Atestnble, impressible,

extrImement, affreilx. As a matter of fact it is less the syllable

as a whole that is affected, than the initial consonant of that

syllable; in the preceding examples /0-6 /(1-6 /-p-/, /-t-/, /-f-/

are articulated with great energy and long duration.

Prominence for demarcative purposes, as in prosodieue above,

and prominence as an expressive and emphatic tricks ften fall on

the sane syllable, the initial one, and it is not always easy to

tell which is which. With. a word like odieux, where they do not

coincide either can be heard in similar situations and contexts.

Yet, real anger would probably entail emphasis on .dieux.

In English, extra stress is often used to direct the attention

to some specific word in's context: e.g., J6hn loves Mtu (not

Anne). French does not use any accent in such a case, but a

different word order or grammatical constriction. The most common

trick is the phrase c'est...euel sluLtjAti: cleat Jean Qui aime

Porte, o'est Marie eu'aite Jean, cleat sur ont but;

Vest poi QUi l'ai fait, (R I did it).
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Intonation

In connected speech, the sound sequences composing utterances

arc generally not all pronounced with the same pitch. The pitch

of the voice tends rather to rise or to fall. The term intonation

is used to refer to these movements of the =iodic curve of speech.

Taken narrowly it may be used to refer solely to what is loft of

the melodic curve when that part of it used for accentual pruposes

is left aside. Actually, when allowances are made for the various

kinds of accential and phonemic difference between two languages,

it is found that the intonations of most languages are approximately

the same. In English, certain features generally described under

OA heading of intonation actually belong to the study of accent.

In English, a fully accented syllable is characterized by considerable

variation of the melodic curve, and such a stressed syllable above

most often a nonlevel melodic curve, as some kind of a fall from

a high pitch.

In both French and English, the melodic curve that characterizes

declarative sentences (and may bo taken as basic) starts with a rise and

with a fall. The initial rise to due to the fact that people

normally start to speak before their vocal cords have reached

the average degree of tension.

'The final

Jrop'is due to the gradual relaxation of the glottis in anticipation

of the coming pause. In the frama of this general pattern, any

rise will be interpreted as an indication that something more

has to core, and any fall will be felt to mark finality in all the

senses of the word. Before a breathing pause, often indicated Sy

a comma in the spelling, a rise is normal if the speaker vents the

bearers to understand that he is not through yet. The rules of

the game may vary slightly from 004 language to sn&her but they

do not differ basically. Besides, what may vary in matters of

intonation is often found to vary more from one dialect to another

within the SA04 langu4ge than from one standard to another.

The main intonational differences betweenFrench and (American)

English sust result from the fact that Snglish wakes lie of speech

melody for accentual purposes(i.e., syllaW prominence) whereas
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French hardly does outside of the expressive and emphatic domain.

Thir explains why French speakers enjoy greater latitude in these

matters and have the impression that intonation is not restricted to

definite patterns.

This greater intonational freedom of French is well illustrated

by the extensive use of the final rise as an interrogative marker.

French has difforent ways of chan3in3 a statement into a question:

inversion, as in it fait.fsi1:11. addition of an interrogative

marker, either specific as in Il_part:il part quandilpart ocl ?L

or general, LaLtopaksss221LpAtil/1? Still the intonational

marker, as in it pars: it pert? is probably the.most commonly used

in ordinary circumstances. In English, a rifling intonation is also

used to ask questions, but the height of the final syllable is generally

felt by French hearers to bo lower than that used in French in

similar situations and contexts so that they are not always

sure whether the sentence is a statement or a question.

A falling intonation is used in questions beginning with

an interrogative word; such as oil, pourquoi, quand, etc. Que

doit-on faire? A quells hears viendra-t-il? In such sentences,

it is the interrogative word which generally bears the highest

pitch and the intonation of the sentence falls from there on.

This intonation is also used for ca lands. The greater the

pitch interval between the beginning and the end point of the

command, the more peremptory tha command is.

Another frequent intonation pattern often beard concerns

parenthetical expressions of various kinds tslike appositions,

appended words, e.g. messieurs, etc.., more generally even)

something that in writing would be placed between dashes ( .)

or that is felt to be accessory to the essential part of the sentence:

often pronounced with a lnfairly level intonation slightly rising

(non.final) or falling (final) according to the position it occupies

in the sentence, but with lover pitch than the rest of the sentence

and with the stress group rapidly uttered; e.g. 01 lour,,. -!mss 2aa

evons to te142.6112AusLAItroueft.
The variety of intonation is extremely great and subject to

variations that do not allow of analysis into discrete units

except in a most general sense, as when opposing the rising intonation

of a question to the fatting one of an assertion. Once features of
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of eLlphasis or contrast are Lntroduced into the expression, intonation

patterns may be considerably modified. Breaks and changes of

direction of the intonational curve serve to underline and ori;,,nize

the various parts of the sentence, according to whatever the

speaker wishes to bring into relief.


